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Abstract

The purpose ofthis thesis is two-fold. First, to develop an interface between Matlab and

Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC2). Matlab is a popular commercial

mathematical programming envi¡onment. NEC2 is a commandline driven numerical

electromagnetic field solver in popular use due to its powerful capabilities to handle

many varieties of wire antennas and their feed networks, and the fact that its Fortran

source code is freely available. The second and main purpose of this thesis is to use this

NEC2/Matlab interface to study adaptive antenna array processing.

with its origins in adaptive signal processing and adaptive fìlter design, adaptive antenna

array processing has developed much by direct analogy ofspatial filtering in antenna

beam-space with signal fìltering in frequency space. Two methods of generalized

sidelobe cancelation are studied, the Linearly constrained Minimum variance (LCMV)

method and the Least Mean squares (LMS) method. The objective is to reduce antenna

array gain at the angle of arrival ofinterference. It is shown that both methods have

strengths and weaknesses, but that the LMS method is more robust for a wider range of

interference angles. The LCMV method, at least as formulated in this thesis, has some

extreme problems that are identified and discussed.

Typically, geometric interference pattems, known as the array factor, are used for a

first-order approximation to antema anay pattems but do not address the effects of

mutual coupling between antennas. The computed solution ofNEC2 does account for

this, however its need for cryptic text files to represent structures and define simulations
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is cumbersome. The Matlab interface automates much of this process and overcomes this

obstacle in addition to offering powerful graphical display options for the output.

The interface allows for the automated study of the adapted array pattems throughout the

adaptive process and over a range ofconditions. This study shows that the computed

radiation pattem ofthe array can differ dramatically from the array factor. This

knowledge can be used to design optimized antenna arrays to perform closer to

expectation in real world applications.
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1,.0 Introduction

The purpose ofthis introductory chapter is to introduce the th¡ee facets of this thesis,

antenna arays, NEC- the numerical elechomagnetic computation program with its

Matlab interface, and adaptive processing as applied to antenna arrays.

A brief overview ofeach topic is given, and the appropriate conventions for symbols,

configuration and notation used in this document are established. Vectors and anays

appear in boldface while scalars are given in italics.

a) Linear array b) planar Array

Figure 1.1- Linear and planar array ofwire antennas.

1.1 Array Theory Background

Consider a linear or planar array of antenna elements, as shown in Figure I .1. For the

case of all elements being coplanar, as is considered in this work, the antenna elements

are defined to lie in an -r7 plane, with the z-axis perpendicular to the array and pointing in
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a direction defined as broadside. An antenna element canbe any physical antenna, such

as a wire monopole or dipole, a microstrip patch or a microwave horn.

Incoming radiation is assumed to be a plane wave, and its direction is measured with

respect to the z-axis using the standard spherical polar coordinates fl the angle as

measured from the z-axis and /, the angle as measured from the.¡c-axis. Angles can be in

radians or degrees, and units wili be given.

The three basic conside¡ations ofan antema arr ay arc t) the array factor- the geometric

interference of waves given the geometry of the anay,2) the element pattem- the

radiation pattem produced by a single antenna, and 3/ the mutual coupling of antenna

elements when positioned in an array- a basic effect of Faraday' s law of induction.

This thesis deals only with the case of a linear array of wire dipole antennas, but the

analysis can readily be extended to planar arrays of wi¡e antennas or wire-mesh

approximations to surfaces using NEC.

The array factor ofan array of antenna elements is the geometric interference pattem

resulting from the positions of the elements. In general, elements are spaced apart

distances less than or equal to a half-wavel englh (d < Å/2) of the design frequency.

Inter-element spacing larger than )J2 gsves rise to grating lobes. Grating lobes are a

periodic repetition of the primary pattem due to the spacing, a form ofspatial sampling

theorem directly analogous to the Nyquist theorem for discrete time sampling.

Given a linear array of elements, with an incident plane wave arriving at 0o, the signai

received at each element will differ in phase based upon the propagation constant, Ë, and

the element spacing, d, as shown in Figure 1 .1. As can be seen, the delay distance is
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d sinQ, wIlch, when combined with the propagation constant, k:27¡,produces a phase

delay of þ. = kd sín9o, between adjacent elements. The desired signal is obtained at the

anay output by delaying and summing the signal at each antenna element.

The inter-element phase delay, given by

óo: kd sin9" (l.l)

is known as electrical angle of arrival.

consider the linear antenra array ofM elements shown in Figure 1.2, illuminated by an

incident plane wave, which when sampled is of the form

u(n) - eiGù"n-k=) 
e.2)

where a = 2nfis the angular frequency, È is the wavenumber, and n would take on

Od12M,1

Unear ûray

Figure 1.2- An incident plane wave arriving at a linear array
at an angle of do from normal to the anay [l].
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uniformly spaced instances in time given the sampling fiequency, .F'".

For a linear array of elements, with an incident plane wave arriving at d,, the signal

received at each element will differ in phase based upon the propagation constant, É, and

the element spacing, d, as shown in Figure 1.2. Given the separation distance of d metres,

the path length difference is d sínQ metres. At any given instant in time, a line

perpendicular to the direction ofpropagation of the plane wave is, by definition, a line of

constant phase. For a propagation constant, or wavenumber, of k = 2"/zradians per

metre, this translates into a phase delay of þo = kd sín9o radians between each element.

This quantity þ", called the electrical angle of arrival, is an inter-element phase delay. The

desired signal is obtained at the array output by delaying and summing the signal at each

antenna element.

Ifan end element is designated as the first, or Oth, element, the phase progression ac¡oss

the array is given by

(1.3)

where 7is the transpose operator, andMis the number of antenra elements. This vector,

s(þ)'is called the steering vector because it steers the direction of the mainbeam ofthe

array. That is, by multiplying the vector of signals received at the antema terminals by

the steering vector, the imer product is the delayed and summed output of the array.

The ouþut of the artay, y(n), is given by

¡,t -l
v(n) = uo@)Z*i"- jrë"

*=0 (1.4)



where uo(n) is the signal received at time n by the end antenna element #0 in Figure 1.2.

The ì,ek* in (1.4) represent the driving-point voltage or cunent for a transmit mode, or the

scaling factor (weighting) of the elechical signals (cunent or voltage) at the antenna

terminals in receive mode.

The normalized anay factor for a uniform weighting is given by

-trøo-ø) =.n,1p¡ (1.s)

where .FIis the Hermitian operator of conjugate transpose, þo 1s the electrical scan angle

and / is the electrical angle ofthe point in space where the array factor is to be

calculated. To produce a normalized directive gain radiation pattem for a given array

scanned to an electrical angle øo across the field ofview given by -90" < á< 90o, one

need only choose a suitable number of dangles as far-field sample points, convert them

to the elecaical angle using (1.3), and perform the summation given in (1 .5), or perform

the vector inner product of the weights with the steering vector.

A typical array factor directive gain pattem is as shown in Figure 1.3 for an array of7

elements spaced at d = t/z 
and scan¡red to d = 15o.

1 
^l-lAF =!l e

tut k=0
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d)Þ

Directive Gain, 7-element Array

.80 -60 -¡10 -20 O 20 40 60 80 100

e, degrees

Figure 1.3- AÍay factor example for 7-element anay scanned to 15o.

1.2 NEC2- NumericalElectromagnetic Computations

NEC2 is a popular program, with available source code, for the purpose of numerical

electromagnetic computations based on the moment method. The original program NEC

was written in the early 1980 s at Lawrence Livermore Laboratories, and was designed to

take its input from punch cards. A text file has replaced the punch card, but the data

arrangement follows the same 8O-column format. The output is written to an ASCII text

file, with headers followed by tables ofvalues.

NEC is a" full-wavd' electromagnetic field solver, which means that it determines the

overall elechomagnetic behavior from the charge and cur¡ent distribution resulting from
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sources applied to a radiating structure. NEC2 is double precision, a modification

introduced in 1985. The Intemet NEC Archives [2] contains the updated source code in C

and Fortran, with executables compiled for several platforms.

The original Numerical Electromagnetics Code QrIEC) was developed during the late

1 970 s at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory by contract of the United States Naval

Ocean Systems Center and the Air Force Weapons Laboratory. Further development by

G. J. Burke and A. J. Poggio of Lawrence Livermore Laboratory resulted in the presently

available NEC.

The popularity of NEC is apparent by the volume of daily email from the Intemet mailing

list, NEC-LIST [3], and the number of links returned using an Intemet search engine. The

NEC-LIST site gives links to the available Fortran source code and some pre-compiled

NEC executables. Subscribers to the NEC-LIST enter a global forum for exchanging

discussions, questions and answers about using NEC for a wide variety of applications,

ûom anten¡a analysis to electromagnetic compatibility. Often, the discussion centers on

how to get a better graphical representation ofthe tabular output files.

There a¡e several comme¡cial NEC packages available, built on the fieely available

source code, and offering a graphical user interface (GUI) and post-processing

visualization tools. There is Mini-NEC from EM Scientific Corp. [4], the NEC-Win

series from Nittany Scientific, Inc. [5] and the popular SuperNEC Í]om The Poynting

Group, [6]. The prices range from a few hundred to a few thousand dollars, with some

limited version fiee downloads available.Each commercial package has varying strengths

and weaknesses, and is priced accordingly.
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In order to implement any systematic study of many small changes in an array geometry

in Mini-NEC, for example, would have the user navigating through GUI menus manually

setting each one. Such a tedious and time-consuming activity is eliminated with an

interface that performs these changes automatically as part ofan optimization-driven

process. SuperNEC offers such a process in GUI environment, but is at the top of the

price scale for Software built on the NEC engine. There are other independent full-wave

electromagnetic field solvers on the market for tens ofthousands ofdollars, utilizing

various solver techniques - Ihe finite-element method (FEM), the method of moments

(MOM), the boundary-element method (BEM) or the fìnite-difference time domain

method (FTDT). The FEM calculates a solution based on a discretization ofspace with

absorbing boundaries to represent infinite space. The MoM and the BEM compute a

solution based on discretization of the model structure and fields can be calculated

anyrvhere in space. The FDTD produces a solution by considering the instantaneous

interaction at discrete points in time.

NEC2 returns a steady-state frequency domain solution to the input problem file based on

the MoM. The underlying principle of the moment method is the numerical solution of

integral equations for the currents induced on a structure by sources and incident

electromagnetic fields. In general, the desired unknown quantity is either the current or

charge distribution, and it appears within the integrand of the integral equation. In order

to solve this inverse problem, the integral is reduced to a series of linear algebraic

equations and solved using matrix equation methods.

Briefly described, the moment method soiution has the general form
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F(e) : h (1.6)

where F' is the known linear operator (integration), å is the known excitation function,

and g is the desired response function (charge or current). The moment method technique

is to represent g as a linear combination ofly'terms, which, for a thin wire located on the

z-axis, is given as [7]:

gQ)=1a,,g,,(z')
Ì=, (1.7)

By convention, primed coordinates represent source points and unprimed coordinates

represent observation points.

The coeffrcients ø,, are unknown constants to be determined, and the g,, are known basis

functions, also called expansion functions. Substituting (2) into (1) and using the

principle of linearity to bring F into the summation gives

\a,,F(g,,) = h
r¡=1 (1.8)

However, this is still one equation with,À/unknowns. In order to soive for the Nunknown

coefficients, ø,,, (3) must be evaluated while enforcing the boundary conditions at N

points. This, known as point-matching, or collocation, results in i/ equations ofthe form

U]:

/{

2",,F (s,) = h,,, m = 1,2,..' N
,,=r (1.9)

which can readily be expressed as the matrix equation

9



fF(g)lla,,l = lh,,l
(1.10)

where lF(g,)l is an.Ày' x l/matrix. The unknown a,, canbe found using matrix inversion

and multiplication, as shown in (6).

la,l: [F(s,))-\ [h.]
(1.11)

The above has been a simplified overview of the Method of Moments. To improve the

accuracy of the collocation solution given in (4), an irurer product of the basis fi¡nction

with a weighting, or testing, function is frequently implemented. The problem is that the

boundary conditions are only enforced at the collocation points in (4) and may deviate

significantly between points. This deviation, called a residual, can be minimized such that

its average over the entire structure is zero using a method ofl, weighted residuald, in

conjunction with the inner product, There are many published works on this subject.

when the basis and weight functions are the same, the procedure is known as Galerkirl s

method. In NEC, the basis and weight functions are diffe¡ent. The weighting function is

the Dirac delta function, resulting in the boundary conditions only being enforced at

discrete points of the structure. For wires, the sample point is the midpoint of each

segment, and for surface patches, it is at the center ofeach patch.

Fo¡ time-harmonic electromagnetic fields, the integral equations are commonly

represented as the electric field integral equation (EFIE) and the magnetic fie1d integral

equation (MFIE). The EFIE enforces the boundary condition on the tangential electric

field, and is well suited for thin-wire structures of small conductor volume. The EFIE is

valid for open or closed conductor surfaces, and is preferred for thin structures or

surfaces separated by a small distance. The MFIE enforces the boundary condition on the

tangential magnetic field components, which fails for the thin wire case due to being
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valid only for closed surfaces. It is preferable, however, for large structures of smooth

surfaces. The NEC code uses both the EFIE and the MFIE, and for models containing

both wires and surfaces, the two are coupled. A rigorous derivation ofhow the EFIE and

MFIE are used in NEC is given in [8][9].

NEC can support non-uniform segmentation ofwires, and represents the current on each

short, straight segment by three terms - a constant, a sine and a cosine. The added

advantage ofusing sinusoids is that the integrations can be computed anal¡ically, thus

sparing computation time and discretization error. Cur¡ents on surface patches are

modeled as a set ofpulse functions (constant levels), except where a wire joins a surface

patch. Current continuity and charge balance are enforced at all nodes.

Due to the nature of the Greeri s functions (kemels), the choice of basis functions is much

more critical for wires than for surface patches. All patches will use the pulse basis

functions, but for wire geometry, the user has the choice of a thin-wire, extended

thin-wire or large-distance kemel. The thin-wire kemel is appropriate when the ratio of

the wire length to the wire radius is greater than 8, and the extended thin-wire for a ratio

greater than 2 but less than 8. In both cases, the wire should be divided into at least 10

segments per wavelength. The large-distance kemel uses a current element

approximation, modeling the segment current as an infinitesimal current element at the

segmenf s center.

1.3 Automating NEC2 with Matlab

Matlab@ is a very powerful matrix and math software package, with advanced file VO

and graphical display capabilities. This work demonstrates the combination ofNEC2, for
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the electromagnetic computation, with Matlab, for the composing of input files and the

graphical display of the results. Because the input file to NEC2 adheres to strict rules, the

numerical data can be prepared in Matlab and then concatenated with the appropriate

strings and written to a text file. Matlab can call the NEC2 executable from within one of

its scripts (called m-files), and then read in the resulting NEC2 output file for further

analysis. In essence, NEC2 becomes a solver driven by Matlab. Given an optimization

shategy, Matlab can iterate the above-mentioned process until convergence or another

criteria are met. This work presents Matlab-NEC2 automation as applied to adaptive

anay anten¡a synthesis and design.

1.4 Adaptive Antenna Array Background

Adaptive array antennas define a class ofantenna anays combined with sigral processors

for the purpose of recursively or adaptively changing the antema parameters. The aim is

to optimize the overall antenna pattern for desired performance. One example is to

minimize the reception ofnoise interference from the current environment, ideally as the

noise background changes. The adaptive signal processing is implemented in the feed

structure of the array.

whereas a fixed beam, switched beam or phased array will have a pre-selected amplitude

distribution with the beam directed by a progressive phase shift across the elements, an

adaptive anay uses the amplitude and phase ofeach element as a complex weight that

can be optimized.

There are applications, such as broadcasting, which benefit from wideband omni-

directional antenna systems, but there is increasing demand for highly directive antennas
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that can be rapidly scanned or beamformed to any desired direction or shape.

Applications where high power interference or jamming is a problem require some

method of steering nulls to the source ofinterference, while maintaining gain in the

desired direction. Cellular systems where capacity is limited by multi-user interference

can utilize greater capacity using beamforming and null-steering networks t10lt11ltl2l.

Target tracking and intelligent signal detection systems can be optimized by developing

antennas that focus on the moving target while eliminating sources of interference that

lead to false alarms [13][14]. These systems are in use in such applications as radar, air

traffic control, and naval ice detection.

An adaptive array uses signal processing to adjust the amplitude and phase weights of

each element. By so doing, the main beam can be steered to the desired direction while

nulls are placed in the directions ofinterference.

Investigations into array adaptivity began in the mid-1950 s with Paul W. Howells and

Sidney Applebaum [15], who began working with the Heavy Military Equipment

Department of the United States to overcome radar sensitivity to jamming. Their initial

method is as shown in Figure 1.4(d), and was patented as the IF Sidelobe Canceller.

It was knoivn that a uniformly weighted anay gives the optimal signal to noise ratio

(SNR) when the noise power at each element was equal and uncorrelated. This is valid

for inherent element and sky noise. It was found, however, that when there is directional

noise ûom other in-band transmitters or jammers, the noise is correlated and may arrive

at the elements with unequal power. Thus, uniform weighting will not yield the best

SNR. Sidney Applebaum published a seminal paper [16] in which he tackled the problem



of calculating the array weights to maximize the SNR for any type of noise environment,

The result became known as the Howells-Applebaum Method.

Applebaurri s block diagram for the optimum linear combiner is shown in Figure 1.4(e).

He refer¡ed to this adaptive array as a linear combiner because of the weighted

summation of anten¡a element outputs. Compare the similarity of this diagram to that

shown in Figure l 4(a).

Types of adaptive arrays: a) Delay and sum,
b) Beamformer matrix, delay and sum,

c) Partially adaptive, and d) Auxiliary detection

e) Applebauni s block diagram for an
optimum adaptive array [1].

1171.

Figure 1.4- a) to d) Basic types of adaptive arrays,
e) Sydney Applebaurri s 1966 initial investigation into the subject is an application of
type a).
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In the" delay and suni' beamformer, the signal at the antenna terminal is multiplied by

the complex weight w¡ to scale it (ampliff or attenuate) by the modulus and delay it by

the phase before being summed with the other antenna outputs. It tums out that this is a

direct analogy to transversal filtering. The antenna array is a spatial representation of the

discrete time-domain filtering process.

This thesis looks at the delay and sum beamformer as a generalized sidelobe canceller

(GSC) using two different algorithms.
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2.0 Development and Testing of NEC/Matlab Interface

2.1 NEC2InpulOutput Format and MATLAB

The applied source can be an incident plane wave, for scattering or elechomagnetic

compatibility analysis, or an applied delta-gap voltage source. In addition, non-radiating

networks such as transmission lines, lumped circuit networks, or a combination ofboth,

connecting different parts of the model can be included. In this way, impedance loading

at various locations of the design can be modeled. The presence of a ground plane can be

modeled, which requires an additional program, SOMNEC, to be run prior to NEC, to

produce a text file to be used in conjunction with the Sommerfeld,/Norton approximation.

The output file consists ofa restatement of the input problem - the geometry, frequency,

loading, environment, excitation and the time to fiIl the matrix. The segmentation data is

listed, giving the coordinates ofeach segmenf s center, its length and radius, and the

nodes to which it is con¡ected.

The remaining output depends on the requested quantities, and may be the currents on

each segment, the near fields, far-field power pattems, charge densities on wire segments,

maximum coupling between segments and the driving-point impedance for each assigned

voltage source.

Originally, the input was entered on a set of 8O-column punch cards, one card per

command. This has been replaced with an input text file. The typical format is one line

per command, with the first two columns containing a mnemonic indicating the type of

command, such as GW for" geometry wird' . The remaining columns specifrT the wird s



details, such as the wire number (called Tag number), number ofsegments, ¡adius and

coordinates. An example ofan entry line to generate a string of segments to represent a

straight wire is:

cw, I, L5 | -2. 9 ¡ -A. 2 4, O. 25, -2. 9, 0. 24 | O. 25, O. OOL

The line describes wire number 1 composed of 15 segments, from

(x¡ yt, z) : (-2.9,-0.24,0.25) to (x2, y2, z2) = (-2.9,0.24,0.25), and with a radius of lmm.

All dimensions are given in metres.

The fields are described in Table 2.1, where if a parameter begins with,, I'thefieldwill

contain an integer, and if it begins with" F' tÏre field will contain a floating-point value.

If the user wishes to use units other than metres, the geometry must be scaled to metres

using a Geometry Scale (GS) command. The GS command must appear after the

geometry input, and before the Geometry End (GE) command.

The input file format begins with comment lines, then geometry data, then program

control cards. The program control cards indicate such parameters as the kemel to be

used (KH), frequency (FR), presence ofground (cN), excitation (EX), loading (LD), and

then the ouþut desired such as coupling (CP), near (NE, NH) or far (Rp) fields, ouþut

plotting data (PL) and finally the command to execute the solver (Xe). These commands

can appear in any order, and can cause several executions of the solver within one file.

These commands and there use are described fully in the manual given in Ii ].

Matlab, like C or Forhan, has powerful file input and output capabiiities. In addition,

Matlab offers the user a workspace in which to easily view data and apply mathematical

and numerical procedures.



Table 2,1- NEC Geometry input parameters for a wire element.

Cols. Parameter Descnption

t-2 GW Wire specification

3-5 I(j- lag number

6-10 T2 NS-#ofsegments

-¿u XWI -x1 coord.

2t-30 rz YWI -yt coord,

3 1-40 F3 LWI - zt coord.

4t -50 F4 XW2 - x2 coord.

51-60 F5 Y WZ - !2 COOrd.

61-70 F6 ZW2 - z2 coord,.

l-ðu r7 KÁ'I-, - fadlus

Extemal executables can be called from within Matlab M-files þrogram scripts) by

preceding the coîrmand with a" !' character. Thus, for this lvork, the NEC2 code was

modified to always look for a file named" input.neC' and always output to a file named

" output.txt' . Matlab can then be directed to write the data to the input.nec text file, run

the solver, and then read in the output.txt file to plot the output, or make decisions based

on the output and run another simulation.

It should be noted that NEC has powerful capabilities to run various scenarios within one

input file. For instance, if the user wants to calcuiate the scattered fields due to several
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incident fields, it is more efficient to execute the solver for each incident field within one

file, rather than have Matlab re-run the analysis for each incident field. This way, the

matrix need only be built once in NEC and only the excitation changes. For small files,

there may not be much difference, but for large models the time saving could be

considerable. The result is only that Matlab needs to be programmed to read in and sort

out a larger ouþut file. However, with MatlaU s text string search capabilities, this poses

no difficulty.

In addition, NEC has commands to exploit symmetry, totate geometry and repeat

geometry, so the user can take advantage of these commands in the composition of input

files. Finally, a fixed structure and its environment can be modeled and the factored

interaction matrix saved in a file. This is called the numerical Greeri s function [NGF)

and in subsequent runs it can be read in to replace the free-space Greeri s function. The

purpose is to avoid re-calculating an entire complex model when only a part of the model

will be modified. Thus, if an anten¡a is moved in an otherwise fixed environment, the

self-interaction matrix of the environment can be saved and only the self-interaction

mahix for the antenna and the mutual antenna to environment interactions need to be

calculated. These points are made to indicate that some motivations for automation in

Matlab may already be more efficiently handled in the NEC solver. Knowing this, these

features can still be taken advantage with in the Matlab workspace.



2.2 Using MATLAB with NEC2InpufOutput Files

The NEC ouþut files are composed ofheaders followed by columns ofdata. The headers

describe the subsequent data, such as radiation pattem, and contain the column headings

to identiÛ/ the data below - angle, field quantity, polarization and so on. Ifa run is taking

advantage ofNEC s ability to evaluate voiumetric spatial data, particularly for several

excitations, these files can become very large. Without some form of visualization tool,

the data is difficult to ¡eview.

With MatlaB s text search capabilities, the data can readily be parsed into the workspace.

Particular identifuing strings in the headers are found, and then knowing the format of the

following data, it is read into an array.

The following example calculates the current distribution and scattered fields for a linear

anay of 13 dipoles. The dipoles are parallel to they-axis, 0.4836m in length and 0.25m

above the.r7-plane. The array is centered on the x-axis; the elements are separated by

0.4836m. The excitation is a linear y-polarized plane wave, arriving fiom d :75o and

ú= 0".

A Matlab script composes the NEC input fìle, and requests the radiation pattem for 1801

points from-90o < á<90owhen þ:0",and for361 points for 0o < /< 360" for á= 90".

In addition, the cunent magnitude and phase at the central node ofeach element is

retumed. One example of the output is as shown in Figure 2.1. Matlab has an extensive

graphical visualization capability, including three-dimensional plots with shading.

In addition to the generated figure, the following data is printed in the Matlab workspace,

shown in Figure 2.2.



From the ouþut and workspace data, we see that scattered field peaks at -73.3o, which is

nearly the angle ofincidence, and that the beam is quite wide. Glo and Ghi are the power

gain at the two points where the beamwidth was calculated. As can be seen, due to the

angle, it is not quite a 3 dB beamwidth. For such a simple array, the program executed in

a fast 4.44 seconds. Figure 2. 1 indicates that the phase progression is what is expected for

the angle ofthe scattered field, and the current magnitude is greater at the incoming end

of the anay. The azimuthal pattem shows shong endfìre scattering, and in combination

with the elevation pattem indicates an overall disk-shaped scattered field in 3-D space.
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Figure 2.I - Matlab figure of output data.
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>> runit

Numerical Electronagnet i cs Code, doub.Le precision version (nec2d)

devefoped at Lawrence Livermore Lab., Livermore, CA., by G, Burke

(burkeßicdc.1ln1. gov) and A. Poggio.

Fortran f.i.Le was created 4/77/80, last changed: Jan 15, 96¡ by

J. Bergervoet (bergervoGprl. philips. nl )

Maximum number of segnents in core : ¡.{AXI.,1AT= 28OA

Stop - Program terrninated.

tirne = 4.436 seconds,

----- job conplete -----

Max Gain: 75.0326 at theta = -73.3 degrees.

HPBi,l = 2?.1

Glo = 13.9836, 1.049 dB down

chi : 12.0644, 2.9682 dB down

Figure 2.2 - Matlab workspace output.
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2.3 NEC2 for Mutual Coupling Analysis of a Finite Phased Array

Antenna

Having tested and verified the operation of the Matlab interface with NEC, it is of interest

to compare the output ofNEC with that of the array factor to observe the computed

effects of mutual coupling. It should be noted that the Matlab interface is not necessary to

compare NEC results with array factor results. An individual can create the NEC input

files with a text editor, run NEC2 from a command line, parse the text file output into a

graphical plotting or visualization package and then do the same with the output ofan

array factor calculation package. An individual can easily program the array factor

output in the language oftheir choice using the equation given in (1.5). The Matlab

interface as described in the previous chapter is intended to simplifu and automate this

process while taking advantage of Matla8 s powerful visualization tools.

The first comparison looks at an 1i-element array of half-wavelength dipoles arranged as

shown in Figure 1.1(a). Figure 2.3 shows the plots comparing the ouþut of NEC2 with

the Array Factor for scan angles 0', 20o, 4Ooand 60o.

Matlab has features that allows the user to zoom in and out and pick points from

anpvhere in the graphical region, on or offofa trace. It retums the coordinates to a

variable in the workspace. These features are usefi.rl in identifuing points ofinterest on

output p1ots.

From Figure 2.3(a), the radiation pattem ofNEC is seen to be in excellent agreement

with the array factor to the third sidelobe level (SLL). The broadside half-power
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beamwidth (HPBW) is measured at 9.5o with a first SLL 13.3d8 down Íiom the

mainbeam.

Dheclive Gain, l1-element Aray

a) Mainbeam at 0o.

Direclive Gain, 11-etemenl Anay

b) Mainbeam at 20'.

Direclive Gain, l1-element Aray

l- NEc --l
| - enay ¡aao, I

c) Mainbeam at 40". d) Mainbeam at 60o.

Figure 2.3- Plots comparing the output of NEC2 with the Array Factor
for scan angles 0o, 20o,40"and 60o.

The array factor theory as outlined in [7] gives closed-form equations to approximate the

performance of a broadside anay of M elements. A comparison of computed points and

the results ofthese equations are given in Table 2.2 alongside a zoom in of the broadside
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Table 2.2- Comparison of computed NEC ouþut and
Array Factor ouþut with theoretically expected results.

Broadsìde Arrøy
M = 11 elements

NEC2 Array
tr'actor

Theory f7ì,

Mainbeam Gain,
dB

13.737 10.4

HPBW, O 9.5 9.24

First NulI, o *11 + 10.5

First SLL. dB 0.6 0.28

First SLL, o + 15.3 15.8

Second Null, "
(AÐ

+21 + 21.3

Second Null, o

(¡rEc)
+21.3

mainbeam and first sidelobes shown in Figure 2.4. The b¡oadside maximum gain is

13.7d8.

Looking at Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4, the NEC computed effects of mutual coupling

show a slight broadening of the mainbeam, and an outward displacement ofthe nulls

starting from the second null. Also, NEC shows a general lowering of the outward nulls

fo¡ broadside and near scan, and a rising of the outward nulls for larger scan angles. This

generally is not an issue in practice, as the outer sidelobes usually are oflow enough gain

(>20d8 down at the third SLL) to not be a concem unless a very shong source of

interference is located in that di¡ection.
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Directive

0, degrees

Figure 2.4- Zoom of plot comparing the ouþut of NEC2 with the Array Factor for AoA = 0o.

Interesting to note is the rise ofthe coma lobe as shown in Figure 2.3(c) and (d), for scan

angles of 40o and 60o. The coma lobe is the first sidelobe trailing the mainbeam scan and

tends to rise with scan angle while the leading sidelobe tends to be suppressed. These

effects are much more pronounced in the computed results ofNEC than the array factor.

This is because the effects ofmutual coupling become greater for large scan angles, as

will be shown in the next section where element impedance as a function of scan angle is

presented.

Gain, 11-element Array



Now consider the application of a constraint matrix C as a beamformer, the theory for

which is developed in the next chapter. By designating the constraint matrix to be a

multi-column steering vector ofelectrical angles of interest, and by composing the gain

vector to indicate whether each angle is a beam or a null, various beamformed array

pattems can be created, as shown in Figure 2.5 for an 1 1-element array.

Direclivê Gain, 11-element Aray

i 
- 

NEõ-- l

a) Two mainbeams, at -30" and 30o.

Direclive Gain, 'f 1-element Array

o,regreês

b) Two mainbeams, at -30o and 55'.

c) Mainbeam at -30o and null at 30o d) Two mainbeams, at -30o and 55" with a null
at 8.5o

Figure 2.5- Comparison of NEC2 with the Array Factor output for multiple-beam and
constrained-null beamforms.
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The fuIl-wave results of NEC2, which take into consideration the inter-element mutual

coupling, indicate very good agreement with the anay factor at the mainbeams and

constrained nulls. The ouþut ofNEC shows lower far sidelobes than anticipated by the

array factor, which is consistent in both the scan tests ofFigure 2.3 and the beamformed

tests of Figure 2.5. Note in Figure 2.5, however, that the computed gain for the beams at

30o are consistent with the array factor, but the beam at 60o shows more drop in gain than

indicated by the anay factor, or as indicated by the computed NEC ¡esults in Figure

2.3(d).

The beamforming as shown in Figure2.5 is an example of static, not adaptive,

beamforming. This would be appropriate in a communication link with known fixed

sources of inte¡ference, such as other transmitter towers. Adaptive interference

techniques can be combined with fixed beamforming to suppress the effects from

intermittent or mobile sources of interference.

It is important to keep in mind that the computed results of NEC include the

inter-element effects of mutual coupling, as seen in the radiation pattems, but dori t

include the effects of impedance mismatch with the feed network due to impedance

changes with scan angle, as will be demonstrated in the following section.
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2.4 Application to Study Active Impedance of a Phased Array Antenna

The Matlab-NEC2 interface can be used to study a wide variety of parameters of

antefflas, anays, and any interaction with radiating or reflective structures. For example,

the input impedance or the radiation pattem can be studied as a function of element

length or spacing, or as a function ofobjects in the vicinity. Non-uniform variation of the

element length and spacing in an afiay or Yagi-Uda design can be studied to optimize

desired characteristics such as gain, wideband performance or efficiency using

user-directed optimization strategies such as random or gradient searches or genetic

algorithms.

In this section, the radiation pattem and input impedance is observed as a function ofscan

angle. Figure 2.6 shows the results for a S-element array scanned from 0o to 60" in 15"

increments. The radiation pattem shows the broadening of the beam and the reduction in

gain as the scan angle increases. The impedance plot shows that the magnitude ofthe

impedance is fairly constant for broadside, with an increase at the end elements. The

phase plot shows a slightly non-uniform phase progression, but clearly indicates the tilt

with scan.

As the scan angle increases, the magnitude of the impedance becomes increasingly

non-uniform. The element furthest away from the scan angle generally has the lowest

magnitude but largest phase angle, indicating the most reactive end,
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Figure 2,6- Radiation pattem and impedance behavior as a function ofscan angle for a 5-element
afiay.
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A half-wavelength dipole has to be shortened somewhat to attain a purely resistive

impedance, which is approximately 73 ohms (Q). From the impedance plots of Figure

2.6, itis shown that for scan angles from 0o to 30o, the impedance magnitude remains

fairly consistent between 50 and 80 ohms, and apart ftom the furthest end element, the

phase plot shows very little reactive component.

Typically, coaxial feedlines are either 50O (Rc-8, RG-58, RG-213) or 72o. (RG-l1,

RG-59). In order to deliver all of the power to the antenna, the feedline impedance must

be matched to the element impedance. A mismatch results in a reflection of power,

known as retum loss, and is related to the reflection coefficient, l, given by

where Ztis the antenna, or load, impedance and 26is the characteristic impedance ofthe

feedline. When the impedances are matched, Z¡: Zo, fhere is zero reflection of power

and all of it is delivered to the load.

A measure of mismatch is defined as the standing wave ratio (SWR) and is given by

n Zr-Zo
ZL+Zo

sør = 
1*lr!
1-lfl

Q.1)

(2.2\

which we recognize is a real number between 1 and infinity, wlth SII¡R = 1 indicating a

perfectly matched load at the resonant frequency.

Standard measure for good performance requires a SVy'R less than 2, which corresponds

to a maximum reflection coefficient of lll : l/3. Looking at the impedance plot,
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considerable mismatch can be predicted at large scan angles. Using a 72-ohm line and

(2.1), the magnitude of the reflection coefñcient is presented in Table 2.3.

With a rough guideline of lfj < 0.33, unacceptable levels of mismatch begin at the far-end

elements for a scan angle of45o, and all elements show poor matching at 60". This type

of impedance mismatch leads to a phenomenon known as scan blíndness. At certain

angles ofscan, the mismatch is so bad that little or no power is delivered to the load in

transmit mode, or in receive mode all of the incoming signal is reflected away from the

afray,

Table 2.3 gives the reflection coeffrcient as the ratio ofreflected wave to the incident

wave on the terminal, based on the impedance of the feed line and the element. The

waves can be currents or voltages. Another standard measure is the retum loss (RZ), a

polver measure expressed in decibels based on the magnitude of the reflection coefficient

as given by (2.3).

Table 2.3 - Magnitude of the reflection coefficient for 5-element scamed array.

tfl Antenna 1 Antenna 2 Antenna 3 Antenna 4 Antenna 5

0=0" 0.081427 0.16221 0.10552 o.16221 0.081427

0=15o 0.16954 0.10009 0.11444 0.1 i 021 0.032477

0=30o 0.25032 0.072998 0.10283 0. i3636 0.1316

0=45o 0.34509 0.3406s 0.28884 0.25334 0.18321

0:600 o.46444 0.59279 0.56196 0.49418 0.34465
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RL = 20*logn(lll), dB
Q.3',)

The dB value of the retum loss, also known as the .9¡ 1 scattering parameter in microwave

network theory, ranges from 0 dB for total reflection of the incoming wave to -co dB for

zero reflection and total transmission into a perfectly matched load (ideal). For a

SWR < 2, lll < 0.33 such that the retum loss,S¡ < -9.54dB.

Because it is typical for a network analyzer to display the ,S¡ ¡ retum loss in dB over a

range offrequencies, this analysis is applied to the 5-element anay for the scan angles

studied above. The point where,Sl1 is minimum indicates the ¡esonant frequency, with the

Antenna 3

Figure 2.7- Retum Loss ofcenter element of S-element array over 10% bandwidth.
The horizontal line at -9.54dB corresponds to a SWR = 2.
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ideal antenna perfectly matched to the feed network retuming Srr = -.o dB at resonance.

Figxe 2.7 shows the 51 ¡ refum loss for the center element as the frequency is scanned

from 285MHz to 315MHz for each of the five scan angles. This represents a 10%

bandwidth study for a center frequen cy of 299.79 MHz, chosen as the design frequency

to normalize the free-space wavelength to 1 metre. The horizontal line aI -954ðB

corresponds to a SWR = 2. Points below this line indicate good performance where

swR < 2.

Clearly, the impedance mismatch at a scan angle of 60'results in too much reflected

power over the entire bandwidth indicating that this element will contribute to scan

blindness at this angle, In fact, the array does not have a 10% bandwidth even for

broadside radiation, as can be seen by the do : 0o curve. This curve crosses the SWR = 2

line at 290MHz and 310MHz, for an approximately 7% bandwidth.

In Figure 2.8, the retum loss of the remaining elements shows that the anay as a whole

has an approximate TtYobandwidth at broadside but shifts and narrows with scan.

Note that for this study, the antenna elements are indexed from 1 to 5, with 3 being the

center element and 1 and 5 being the end elements. Generally, either zero

indexing (0,1,...,M-l) orunitindexing(1,...,M canbeusedaslongasoneelement

is assigned zero phase with respect to the radiation, and the other elements are phased

with respect to this one according to the steering vector.
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Figure 2.8- Retum Loss ofnon-center elements of 5-element array over 10% bandwidth.
The horizontal line at -9.54dB corresponds to a SWR = 2.

The plots ofFigure 2.8 are arranged with antenna 1 above antema 5 and antenna 2 above

antenna 4 for comparison. By symmetry, the d" = 6' curves are identical for these pairs.

It is apparent that the anay will have poor performance at a scan angle of 60o and

potentially poor performance at 45o, particularly at the high end of the bandwidth.
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It is interesting to note that except for antenna 5, at the end to which the beam is scanned,

all elements shift the point of minimum retum loss to a lower ¡esonant frequency as the

scan angle increases. A¡terìra 5 is the first anten¡a to ¡eceive the incoming radiation, or

conversely is the last element to be directing energy from the array. In either case, there

are no elements " upshearrl' of it to be reflecting or scattering radiation to induce mutual

coupling. Only the elements downstream contribute. This may account for the more

consistent shape ofthe curves with antenna 5, but raises the question as to why the

resonant frequency shifts down with scan.

Figure 2.6(b), which shows how the impedance changes with scan angle, may offer some

insight. Notice how the downstream elements become more inductively reactive with

increased scan angle, as indicated by the increased phase shift for antennas 1 to 4. It is

standard to inductively load antennas to increase the electrical length ofan antenna that is

physically short with respect to the wavelength. As the mutual coupling due to the scan

angle increases the inductance ofthe antennd s impedance, the element appears

electrically longer. A longer anten¡a is resonant at a lower frequency, and so the

downward shift ofthe resonant frequency is observed with increased scan angle.

In summary of this section, it is important to note that the impedance and retum loss

behavior ofthis 5-element array have been studied but not optimized. The NEC2/tr4atlab

interface developed in this work is well suited to the optimization task of minimizing

retum loss for a specified bandwidth, but remains for future work.



3.0 Adaptive Array Processing and Design Overview

This chapter develops the specific theory ofadaptive array signal processing using

adaptive filter theory by considering the anterna array as a spatial filter as opposed to a

frequency filter.

There are many applications for adaptive signal processing broadly pertaining to system

identification, inverse modeling of an unknown noisy process, best prediction of the

present value ofa random process based on previous values, and interference canceling.

Hence, there is a wealth of information on adaptive filtering and signal processing from

which a specific implementation of the anten¡a array as an adaptive spatial filter can be

developed.

Regardless of which application is being studied, the parameters coÍunon to each are:

1 . An applied input signal, u(n), at fhe antenna terminals.

2. The ouþut of the filter or array, y(n).

3. A desired response, d(n).

4. An estimation enor, e(n), where e(n) = d(n) - y(n).

Given these basic parameters, the objective becomes an optimization of the ouþut signal,

y(n),by a minimization of the estimation enor, e(n). Two specific methods of this will be

presented.

A reasonable observation is that the desired signal is the transmitted signal, x (n),before

being comrpted by noise and loss as given in u(n). Tlrtis signal couid be random and

unknown a priori, such as with a communication message. On the othe¡ hand, in an

application such as radar, the signal may already be known.
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Gene¡alized Sidelobe Cancellation (GSC) is just one specific method in the broad field of

antenna array beamforming. As will be shown in this chapter, the complex weighting, rv,

ofthe antenna elements is separated into a quiescent part, ìvø, and an adaptive part, wo,

related by the signal-blocking matrix, Cd, such that w : wn- Cowo, where Co is the

orthogonal complement to the constraint matrix C. The quiescent portion of the weight,

w4, forms the beam according to the underlying constraints given in C such as single or

multiple main beam direction and fixed deep nulls, as was shown in Figure 2.5. The

adaptive part, wo, works to cancel the unwanted effects of a changing noise environment

by minimizing the output power of the array.

The noise environment is measu¡ed according to Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) for the

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) appearing at the anterura terminals due to thermal

noise and the general noise background, assumed to be uncorrelated. The interference

environment is due to unwanted coherent narrowband signals arriving at the array fiom a

direction other than the mainbeam scan angle. This interference will be correlated along

the array as it isjust a delayed version of the same signal appearing at the antenna

terminals. Interference is measured either as interference-to-noise ratio (INR) or

interference-to-signal ratio (ISR). Given the SNR, either can be determined f¡om the

other. It is assumed that the signals are zero-mean, such that the signal power is the ac

power given by the variance, o2.

In the case of no jammer, both the LCMV and the LMS push towards the uniform

amplitude distribution described by rryq, as shown by the lowered standard deviation of

the weight vector amplitudes in Figure 3.1 for a S-element array.
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Figure 3.1- Sidelobe canceler, standard deviation of weight vector over 300 iterations.
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In this figure, 300 iterations, or time steps, are considered. At each iteration, the standard

deviation of the magnitudes of the five weights is calculated. For the LMS algorithm, it is

clearly seen to be the case, but for the LCMV algorithm, it tends to be the case. This

raises some issues as to the weaknesses of the LCMV algorithm, which will be discussed

later. Looking at the LMS results in Figure 3.1(b), however, note that in the absence of

interference the magnitude of the weights remain virtually uniform for the entire 300

iterations, as indicated by the standard deviation remaining basically zero. In the presence

ofan interference source, it can be noted that the algorithm starts with the uniform weight

dishibution, but converges to a non-uniform dishibution in about 150 iterations.

In the subsequent analyses, all arrays are composed of wire dipole antennas with the

initial parameters as given in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1- Initial parameters conìrnon to tests.

Frequency,/ 299.792458 MHz, for a free-space wavelength À = im.

Element separation, d half-wavelength, "/2.

IJlpole lengttl, ¿ "/z * 0.996; half-wavelength dipole slightly shortened for
optimization.

wlre Íadlus, ," 1mm.

Number of elements, ¡.4 Number of antenna elements in the coplanar linear array.

Angle of Arnval, AoA áo, scan angle of mainbeam to source direction (transmit or
receive), degrees or radians.

Angle of Interfer ence, AoI 9¡, direction of arrival of interference, degrees or radians.

Spatial phase factor, þ þ = kd. sin9 : zt sin4, since wavenumber ft = "'/l and d : "/2.
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As defined in Table 3.1, the spatial phase factor will be used to determine the signals at

the antenna terminals due to both the source signal and the interference, via the

corresponding steering vectors. Note that the source signal is the signal (transmit or

receive) at the antenna terminals after having been comrpted with interference and noise,

and is not to be confused with the original hansmitted signal. In addition to these basic

initial parameters, Table 3.2 lists the definitions of the signals and noise.

Table 3,2- Definitions ofsource and interference signals and terminal noise.

In the definitions in Table 3.2, at= 2nfis the angular frequency and Æ is the wavenumber.

In general, au = û)nt, and since the incoming signals are plane waves, the exp(jlo) term

appears in the simulations as the inter-element phase shift with respect to a reference

eiement (usually an end or centêr element) and the spatial phase factor, /, as it appears in

the steering vector.

Original signal, x(n) x(n) = ¿i{ø't-nt , a complex signal of unit power, ol, =1

Iîter f er ence signal, m (n)
m@¡ = .td,"I'^'-b.) , a complex signal of power o,l .

Terminal noise, v(n)

l-z
,@ = l\d, + j. v,), of power o"2, where v, and v¡ are

random values taken fíom a zeÍo-mean, Gaussian normal

distribution with a variance of one, i.e. o2 = 1 . Also known
as complex Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN).

Source signal, ø(n/ u(n)=x(n)+m(n)+v(n).

Steering vector, s(/) s(/) =tl, e-ië,... , e-iw-t)ëlr , where Zrepresents the
transpose operator and this steering vector is for an end
element being the reference, or 01i', element,
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The following sections present the simulations of the LCMV and LMS algorithms for a

5-element anay with no interference and one source of interference. The tests consider

noise and interference environments ofdiffering ISR and SNR, but for comparison of the

two methods the same" mndorri' noise will be applied to both the LCMV and the LMS

methods. That is, the complex random noise is generated and saved, and then applied to

each system so that a direct comparison of the two systems can be made for the same

noise environment.

Figure 3.2- The Transversal Filter [1].

3.1 The Filter Model

Both the Linearly Constrained Minimum Variance (LCMV) method and the Least Mean

Squares (LMS) method are applications of a linear optimum discrete-time filtering

solution known as the Wiener filter, after Norbert Wiener [18]. The LCMV is a direct

application of the Wiener optimal filter theory, while the LMS converges to the optimal

Wiener solution in a stochastic gradient search method. The optimal estimate of filtering
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a process corrupted by noise requires the solution of a set of integral equations, known as

the Wiener-Hopf equations, which in discrete matrix form is given by

Rwo=p
(3.1)

where R is the M x M conelation matrix of the tap inputs, rvo is the M x 1 vector of

optimum weights and p is the M x L cross-correlation vector between the tap inputs and

the desi¡ed response.

Consider the transversal filter model shown in Figure 3.2 for M stages, where u(n) is a

discrete-time digital signal and z -1 is the unit-delay operator, the complex weights, w¡, are

conjugated as denoted by the asterisk, and the output ofeach weight is connected to an

adder. The filter order is denoted by the number of delay elements, which is M-1. The

transversal filter, also called a tapped delayJine filter, is afinite-duration impulse

response (FIR) filter, as is evident by the lack of feedback from the output to an input. An

FIR filter is inherently stable, in contrast to the infinite-duration impulse response (IIR)

filter, which can become unstable in certain situations.

Because the adaptive process includes a form offeedback through the enor signal, e(n),

an FIR filter is usually used to reduce complexity and stability issues. Although an IIR

filter can be used, extra care must be taken in the implernentation to ensure stability.

Within the class of FIR filters, three structures are predominantly applied to adaptive

filters, the transversal filter, the lattice filter and the systolic array. Definitions ofeach of

these filter structures can be found in [1]. Because of the direct analogy to the antenna

anay, this thesis focuses on the transversal filter implementation.



The output ofthe transversal filter shown in Figure 3.2 is given by the convolution sum

in (3.2).

(3.2)

Consider the linear antenna array of M elements shown in Figure 3.3, illuminated by an

incident plane wave, which when sampled is of the form

u(n'¡ = sit'"-n-> (3.3)

where ø: 2nf is lhe angular frequency, È is the wavenumber, and n would take on

uniformly spaced instances in time given the sampling ÍÌequency, F,.

Recall from the introductory chapter that given the element spacing, d, the path length

difference is d sín1o me1r:es, which with Ë = 2"/tradians per metre, translates into a phase

delay of þ,= ¡¿ sin4obelween each element. The electricai angle, óo, is an inter-element

phase delay and is analogous to the digital unit-delay operator , z- | 
. T:lte term" eiectrical

angld' can be misleading, since although it is related to the spatial angle of arrival, it

really defines the phase delay between adjacent elements due to that angle ofarrival.

The ouþut of the anay, y(n), is given by

^t-ty(n) = ro@)L*ie-ioÒ'
*=0

where uo(n) is the signal received at time n by the end anten¡a element #0 in Figure 3.3.

M-l

Y@) =lwiu(n-k)

(3.4)



Od12M-l

Linear anay

Figure 3.3- An incident plane wave arriving at alinear anay
at an angle of 0o from normal to the array

Comparing Figure 3.3 with Figure3.2, ønd (3.4) with (3.2), the direct analogy between

the transversal filter and an array of antenna elements can clearly be seen for a sinusoidal

excitation, u(n) and uniform anterura spacing, d.

The next two sections will present the specific methods with which the LCMV and LMS

algorithms adaptively determine the complex weights, w¡, for a particular inte¡ference. In

both cases, the formulations are dependent upon generating a constraint matrix, C, and its

orthogonal complement, Co, which acts as the signal blocking matrix. This presentation is

adapted from the detailed development given in [1] and forms the basis ofthe code

development and analysis used in this thesis.

Looking at (3.4) and noting that for the specified scan angle þo, at a given lime n the

output y(n) can be interp¡eted as the input at the zeroth element, u.(n) ril)ltipliedby a

complex scalar gain factor, g, given by
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lwie-ikë" = t
&=0

(3.s)

On the left-hand side ofthis (3.5), one can recogrize the vector inner-product ofthe

tap-weight vector, \ü, and the steering vector, s(/,) such that

wf s(/o) = g (3.6)

In terms of an optimization process, the gain g is considered a constraint such that the

output ofthe array is constrained to have gain g when pointed to /, regardless ofthe

varying elements of the weight vector w. In general, (3.6) can be extended to include

multiple linear conshaints by introducing a const¡aint matrix, C, and a gain vector, g,

given by

CHw=g
(3.7)

such that each column of the constraint matrix is the steering vector for the electrical

angle at which to apply the constraint given at the corresponding element in the gain

colum¡ vector g,

For example, the constrained weights to form the beamformer output shown in Figure

2.5(d) were obtained by setting up the following constraint equation

ts(ø') (3.8)
,,i,)r(irr"*=[i]



wherc þ¡ 
: (þ", ù, þr) are the electrical angles for e, : G30",8.5', 55') as defined in

Table 3.1, s(l¡) is the steering column vector as defined in Table 3.2 and the gain vector

constrains two mainbeams, at -30" and 55o with a null at 8.5'. It should be noted that the

gain vector need not be only ones and zeros. A range ofvalues will give more gain to the

beam in the corresponding di¡ection.

Also, for the example given in (3.8), C is obviously an M x 3 matrix, so can' tjust be

inverted to determine rv. Given Z number of constraints, C is size M x L and this is where

the M x (M-L) orthogonal complement matrix, Co, is required to form an M x M

partitioned mahix U such that

cHc" =c:C=0, and

U = tc : c,l (3'9)

whe¡e 0 is a 0 matrix of size L x (M-L) or (M-L) x Z. By defining lhe M xl weight vector

in terms of U, such that w = Uq, or conversely q = U'lw, this vector q can be partitioned

such that

(3.10)

where v is an I x 1 vector, and rva is (M-L) x l and represents the part of the weight

vector that can be used for adaptive weighting.

From w = Uq we get

Ivl

'=l ;"]
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["1
,"=[c,",] 

I

L- w.l
= Cv _C,w,

(3.11)

Using (3.7) yields

CH Cv- Cc"w=g e.n)

But, by definition of the orthogonal complement , Ú C" = 0 so that C¡t Cv = g, or

subsequently, v = (Cs Cv)-I g. Now, looking at (3.11) where w = Cv- Cowo, a quiescent

weight vector can be defined such that

wo : Cv = (C" C)-t g
(3.13)

so that (3.11) becomes

w = rvo- C,wo 
(3.14)

Multiplying this weight vector by Cä as given in (3.7) results in

CH '+vo- d Cowo= g

or 
(3.15)

CH wn: g

since Cä Co = 0. This shows that with iespect to (3.7), it is the quiescent portion ofthe

weight vector that satisfies the constraints. Indeed, the quiescent weight vector is

determined by the constraints. In contrast, by (3.11) and (3.12) we see that the constraints

in C do not affect the adaptive weight portion, wo.
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Thus, to summarize, the Generalized Sìdelobe Canceller (GSC) operates by minimizing

sensitivity to interfe¡ence while maintaining maximum sensitivity to a prescribed', loolt'

direction, or scan angle. It does this by minimizing the ouþut power while maintaining

the constraints established in C with respect to the gain vector, g. This is intuitively

sensible, as the output power of the anay will be the sum of the desired signal received

by a mainbeam and the interference received by a sidelobe region. If the constraints on

the desired signal are being maintained, the minimization process will affect only the

interference. The adaptive portion of the weight vector should have no effect on the

constraints, as they have to be maintained, This is shown by (3.15). The quiescent weight

vector, yr'', is called such first because it is the fundamental weighting that forms the

desired beam in a quiet environment without considering interference, and second

because in a quiet environment with adaptive processing, the adapted weight vector will

converge to the quiescent weight vector. That is, the adaptive portion, rvo, will tend to

zeÍo.

By (3.a) and (3.6), and by noting that

u(n) = u.@)[, e- i é', ..., e- 
j w -1)é' I u 

"@)s(þ") (3.16)

where u(a) is the signal at the anterìra terminals across the array, r.ro(z) is the signal

arriving at the zeroth element and s(/,) is the steering vector, the output of the array can

be written in matrix form as

y@)=v/u(z)

which, by substitution of(3.14) becomes

ß.17)



y(n) = wl a(") - w! c! u(n)
(3.18)

where it is expressed in terms of the quiescent and adaptive weight vectors. This leaves

the specific methods fo¡ determining the optimum adaptive weight vector wa to be

established in the subsequent sections on the LCMV and the LMS algorithms.

Having established the constraint matrix C and its orthogonal complement Co, the

essence of the filtering problem is to minimize the mean-square value of the estimation

enor, e(n), where e(n) : d(") - y(n). In terms of the output, this is given as

y(n) = d(n) - e(n)
(3.1e)

By considering the mean-square valte of e(n), the problem is formulated in terms of a

second-order equation of the unknown weights and takes on a paraboloid shape with a

unique minimum defining the optimal solution. Because the problem is formulated in

terms ofsecond-order statistics, wíde-sense stationary stochastic signals are assumed.

Thus, the cost function to be minimized is given by

(3.20)

where E is the statistical expectation operator.

The result to this minimization problem is found by defining a complex gradient operator

in terms of the first-order partial derivatives of the unknown complex weight coeffrcients,

w¡. The specific details, as outlined in [1] and from which these derivations are drawn,

result in

t = nþ6¡".ç"¡l

= uÞø¡l,l
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y rJ = -2Elu(n - k)e' (n)l
(3.21)

which is a minimum when this gradient is set equal to zero. Thus, letting eo denote the

estimation enor when the determined weight vector is optimal, then

l(-\l
El u(n - k)l d' (n) -\w,,u' (,1 - l) | I = 0, k = 0,1,2,...
L \ iã' ))

where wo¡ is the lú coefficient in the impulse response of the optimal filter.

Rearranging the terms in (3.23) yields

Elu(n-k)ei@)l-0

By using (3.2) and, e(n) : d(n)- y(n), (3.22) can be formulated as:

lw.,E[u(n - k)u- (n - í)] = E[u(n - k)d' (n)]

lw",r(i-k)=p(-k)
i=0

(3.22\

(3.23)

(3.24)

Note that the expectation on the left-hand side of the equation is the autocorrelation

function of the filter input for a lag ofi- k, denoted as r(i- k),and the expectation on the

right-hand side of the equation is the c¡oss-correlation of the filter input and the desired

response for a lag of -å, d,enotedby p(-k).

This results in an infinitely la¡ge system of simultaneous equations, known as the

Wiener-Hopf equations, describing the optimal filter solution, and expressed as
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In matrix form for an M-tap filter, the Wiener-Hopf equations are expressed in terms of

R, an M x M correlation matrix of the tap inputs, u(n), the M x 1 tap input vector, and p,

the M x I cross-correlation vector u(n) and d(n), and are expressed in compact matrix

form as

R = Elu(r?)uã (z)l
u(n) = lu(n),u(n - 1),...,u(n - M + 1)l

p = Elu(n)d'(n)1, and

Rrv, = p

(3.26\

where the boldface represents a matrix or vector, and the non-boldface represents a

scalar.

Solving the matrix equation for the unknown optimal weight vector is obtained by

multþlying both sides of the equation by the inverse of the correlation matrix, giving

w, = R-rP
(3.27])

Thus, determination ofthe optimum weight vector reduces to requiring the knowledge of

two quantities, the autocor¡elation of the tap inputs, and the cross-cor¡elation ofthe tap

inputs with the desire.d signal. This, combined with basic principle that the output is used

to provide an estimate of a desired response, is the essence of Wiener linear optimal

filtering. As stated in the introduction to this chapter, the best desired signal would be the

transmitted signal x(n) itself, before being comrpted by noise, interference and loss like

how it arrives at the array as u(n). T\is is reasonable in an application such as channel

modeling, where both the transmit and receive ends know the hansmitted signal and the

received signal is used to determine the channel characteristics. However, everyone
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would agree that a wireless comnunication system would be umecessary if the

hansmitted signal was aiready known. In this situation, it is reasonable to say that the

desired signal is the received signal without the presence ofinterference.

From the point ofview rv, : wo - Covtoo as expressed in (3.14), and the formulation for

the ouþut, y(ò=wf u@)-wlc!u(n), ûom (3.18), the optimal wiener linear filtering

problem must be put into the form of (3,19), namely y(n) = d(n)- e(n), where the eno¡

e(n) is phrased in terms of the variable of optimization, wo. The next two sections present

the LCMV and the LMS implementations of this concept. Both the LCMV and the LMS

methods were implemented in Matlab code based on the above formulations, and it \.vas

verified that for a signal with no noise, the ouþut,y(n), eqtals the input, u(n), identically.

3.2 The Linearly Constrained Minimum Variance (LCMV) Method

The LCMV method is a direct application of the Wiener linear optimal filter theory as

expressed in (3.26) and (3.27), with the minimization of enor obtained by the

minimization of ouÞut power.

To ¡ewrite (3.18), the output of the anay is

y(n) =wlu(n)-w!c!{n) (3.28)

By defining

d(n) = sH 1r7r¡

x(n) =CH¡çn¡ (3.29\



The standard Wiener filter form becomes

y(n)= d(n)-wlx(n)
(3.30)

where optimization of wo can be performed over the data space of x(n) instead of u(n/

Thus (3.27) is with respect to x(n) but is linked to u(n) throryh(3.29).

The optimization problem becomes a minimization of the variance ofy(n), assumed

zero-mean, as given by

minE[l y(n) l']= min(oi -plw. -wfp, +wlR"w.)
(3.3r)

Using the definitions of autocorrelation, crosscorrelation and (3.29), the optimum

solution of woo is determined as given in (3.32), where it is shown to be a function of the

quiescent weight vector, the autocorrelation of the antenna terminal inputs and the

orthogonal complement of the constraint matrix.

*,, = @|nc, )' cf R 
"o ß.32)

Because the solution contains the correlation matrix R in the denominator with Co, the

LCMV requires there to be some noise in order to avoid a singularity. The reason for this

can be seen by considering (3.16) and (3.26), with respectto \(n), R, and the orthogonal

relationship ofC and C,.

In particular, if there is no random noise component, then u(n) = u"(n)s(0"). Since, by

definition, s(drr) is orthogonal to Co, without sufficient random noise the denominator in

(3.32) will be, or tend to, zero.
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An implementation of this method is shown in Figure 3.4 for a 5-element array scanned

to -1i.54o with a SNR of 1OdB and an ISR of 1OdB incident at 0o. The figure shows the

accumulated variance of the signal and the accumulated mean-square er¡or for 300

iterations, or time steps. With a sample frequency of almost 900MHz, three times the

carrier ûequency, 300 iterations are about 1/3'd ofa microsecond. A start-up transient is

evident because the data is accumulated, meaning the statistic is calculated as the vector

g¡ows.

There are several ways to consider the performance ofan adaptive algorithm. The

adapted ouþut o f the anay , y(n) , and the desired output of the anay , d(n) , can be

compared to the original noiseless signal, x(n), by comparing the variance of the signals

and by comparing the mean-squared error of y(n) and d(n) with respect to -r (n). Fiecall

thatx (n) is normalized with a variance of one, d (n) is output ofthe array using only the

quiescent weights, and y (n) is lhe ouþut of the array adapted to the noise and

interference environment,

Looking at Figure 3.4,&vo things are immediately observable. First, from the lowered

variance and mean-squared error of the adapted ouþut compared to the output of the

quiescent weights alone, the algorithm is working very well. Secondly, the LCMV is

working well right away - there is no iteration to a good solution. This is because the

LCMV calculates the best weights instantaneously at each sample, based on the signals at

the array elements at that instant in time.
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LCMV: Accumulated Variance of Signals
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a) Variance.

LCMV: Accumulated Mean-Square Error of Signals
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Figure 3.4- Variance and Mean-Squared Er¡or for LCMV 5-element array,
AoA = -11.537", AoI: 0o.



LCMV, Directive Gain

-20 0 20
0 degrees

tr'igure 3.5- LCMV adaptive nulling, AoA : -1 i .53o, AoI = 0o,
SNR = 1OdB, ISR: 1OdB for an INR = 20d8.

Another obvious way to view the performance of the adaptive algorithm is by looking at

the far-field radiation pattems for the quiescent and adapted weights using either the

anay factor, NEC or both. As is seen in Figure 3.5 for the anay factor, the interference is

arriving in the mainbeam, and the LCMV method has shifted the main beam over by

almost 11o. This has had the effect of lowering the gain in the AoA" loolt' direction by

2.7d8 but with an improvement in nulling out the interference by 14d8, lowering the

gain at the AoI from -3.46d8 to- 17.8d8.

Consider a source ofinterference that is not in the mainbeam, but rather a sidelobe. The

radiation pattem is shown in Figure 3.6 for ISR : 1 1dB, SNR = 1OdB, an AoA : -1 1.53'

and an AoI = -53o.

I

':

:
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Figure 3.6- Gain Pattem, LCMV, AoA: -11.53', AoI: -53o,
ISR= 11dB SNR:10d8.

Here, less displacement of the mainbeam is observed, but with a slight widening of3-dB

beamwidth. The main beam is shifted less than 5o with a corresponding drop in gain of

less than 0.5d8. At the AoI, the gain has dropped 13dB from- 12.1d8 to-25.1d8, which

represents approximately r/26ú ofthe previously received interference signal strength. The

corresponding variance and enor performance are shown in Figure 3.?.
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AoA = -11.537, Aol = -53 deg, ISR = 11.0384d8, LCMV: Accum. o2

t00 150 200

sample number

b) Mean-squared error

Figure 3.7- Variance and mean-squared error, LClvlV, AoA: -11.53', Aol : -53o, ISR = 11d8,
SNR = 10d8.

AoA = -11.537, Aol = -53 deg, ISR = 11.04d8, LCMV: Accum MSE
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In the above simulations, the interference was a delayed version of u(n), modulated by

random noise as given by (3.33). Note in Figure 3.7 that the variance ofthe output is less

than that of the input signal, but the variance of d(n) is still" farther away'' from that of

x(n) in an absolute sense. The power spectral density plot of the above noise source,

shown in Figure 3.8, indicates it is a noisy narrowband signal at the carrier frequency of

3 00MHz, the same as u(n).

¡@=J4 (r*''/r)<a"'t
(3.33)

where v; is a 0-mean, unit variance normal random variable.

As will be shown in more detail in the next section, the representation of the interference,

whether AWGN, pure sinusoidal or noise-modulated sinusoidal, has an effect on the

behavior and performance of both the LCMV and the LMS methods.

Seeing an output variance less than the input, as in Figure 3.7, is at first counter-intuitive

because we wouid think that the presence ofany interference at a sidelobe would increase

the ouþut power ofthe array. This, however, is a result of destructive cancellation with

the interference signal that is at the same carrier frequency as z(n) but phase shifted by

3nl5 radians. As can be seen in Figure 3.7(b), the error is still less in the adapted output.
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Figure 3,8- Power spectral density ofsinusoidal interference
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Figure 3.9- Directive gain comparison of noise amplitude-modulated
interference in-phase and phase-shifted with u(n) at the carrier frequency.
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Figure 3.9 shows the array factor results of the LCMV method for both the in-phase and

phase-shifted amplitude modulated noise interference. Note that performance differs, but

is good in both cases.

To further illustrate this, Figure 3.10 compares the data ofFigure 3.7 with an interference

signal that is in phase with u(n).Inboth simulations, for consistency, exactly. the same

terminal and modulating noise was used. The only difference is the phase shift.

To summarize this section on the LCMV method, the first observation is that the

algorithm calcuiates the best weights based on the statistics ofthe current sample instant

across the anay. The second observation is that modulated noise interference signals

have results that vary slightly depending on the phase of the interference with respect to

the desired signal, but both show good performance.
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AoA = -11.537, Aol = -53 deg, ISR = 11.04d8, LCMV: Accum o2

0 50 100 150 200 250 300

sample number

b) MSE

Figure 3.10- Accumulated variance and mean-squared error comparison ofnoise
amplitude-modulated interference in-phase and phase-shifted with u(n) at the carrier

frequency.
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AoA = -1 1.537, Aol = -53 ISR = 11.0384d8, LCMV: Accum MSE



3.3 The Method of Least-Mean Squares (LMS)

The formulation for the LMS method is different for the LCMV, where the weights were

determined by the correlations ofthe instantaneous signals at the ar¡ay anten¡a terminals.

Still, the LMS method is based on the ideas of the Wiener linear optimum filter, but

converges on the solution by means ofa stochastic gradient search. The object is still to

estimate the gradient vector of the quadratic er¡or surface as given in (3.21) and to find

theminimum.

The error surface, given in (3.31) as the minimization of the output signal power, can be

expressed as

J (n) = oj - w"1ø¡p -pÀw(n) + wä(n)Rw(z) (3.34)

A steepest descent algorrthrrr takes an initial value weight vector,u(n), and computes the

complex gradien t vector of J(n),denoted by V{2,). Unless there is some a priori

knowledge of u(rz), the initial guess is usually the null vector. The next guess for u(n) is

calculated by making a step-sîze change in the direction opposite to that of the gradient

vector. Intuitively, by moving in the direction of the negative to the gradient, which is the

dírection ofsteepest descent, the algorithm will arrive at the minimum enor at the

optimum value wo.

The steepest descent algorithm is given by:

w(ø + 1) - w (n) + t ttl-v J (n)l
(3.3s)

Ctr



Looking at (3.34) and differentiating with respect to w, an estimation ofthe gradient of

the error surface is

V J(n) = -2p+ 2Rw(n)
(3.36)

but since R and p are unknown for the true signal, they must be estimated from the

instantaneous values.

A¡ estimate ofthe instantaneous values of since R and p are denoted with a caret, as

given in (3.37) and (3.38).

nlr¡ = rr1r;o" 1r, (3.37)

þ(n) =u(n)d- (n)

Thus the corresponding instantaneous estimate of the gradient vector is:

(3.38)

Vtç"¡ --2uç")d. (n) +2u(n)u' çn¡itln¡ (3.3e)

which is a biased estimate, since it depends on the random vector ti(n) (the tap weight

estimate vector) which in tum depends on the tap input vector, u(a). Now (3.39) can be

substituted into the steepest descent algorithm in (3.35) to obtain

û(ir + 1) = fi (n) + tn(n)ld- (n) - uE (n)i¿ (n)l

where the hat symbol indicates that the resultant weight vector is not the ideai weight

vector that would be retumed by (3.35). The significant feature of the LMS method is

(3.40)
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that the algorithm uses the product e¡. u(n-k) to estimate YJ(n) for fhe kth element. A true

steepest descent algorithm would use the expectation, E{e¡,. u(n-k)} to estimate YJ(n).

This reduces the number of computations, making the algorithm more efficient, but has

the dehimental effect of introdu cir,.g gradient noise.

We can now write the algorithm in terms of its input and output:

1. Filter output:

y(n) =ûtH (n)u(n) (3.41)

2. Estimation erro¡:

e(n) = d(n) - y(n)
(3.42',)

3. Tap-weight adaptation:

û(,x +1) ='Ê'(t?) + ¡t1¡(n)e- n (3.43)

Now, consider the definitions for d(n) and x(n), given in (3.29) and repeated here in

(3.44) for convenience, but instead let the error sign al e(n)be as given in (3.45).

d(n) = YeH ¡7r¡

x(n) =çHu1r¡

eQl = 1t¡H r1n¡

= wTún) -w! cÏt(n)

(3.44)
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Note that in (3.45), the definition for w is the same as that used for the LCMV and given

in (3. 14), only now e(n) is defined as y(n) wasfor the LCMV in (3. i 8). This relationship

is depicted in the signal flow chart block diagram ofFigure 3.1i tll.

Figure 3.11- Block diagram of LMS implementation of the GSC [1].

The block diagram of Figure 3.11 shows the feedback path inherent in the LMS adaptive

algorithm. Because the LMS algorithm utilizes feedback, stability must be ensured by

requinng thaT J(n) -+ J(ø) as n -> æ.If the algorithm satisfies this condition, it is said to

be convergent in the mean square. In order to satis$r this condition, the step-size, 4, has

to satisfii certain conditions related to the conelation matrix of the inputs. If a small value

of4 is used, the adaptive process progresses slowly and the effects ofgradient noise are

reduced.
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Now the LMS algorithm for the calculation of the adaptive weights can be derived ûom

the block diagram and based on (3.41) to (3.43), but with a change ofnotation oî e(n) for

y(n) in Q.al), wa for I aíd x(n) for u(n) in (3.43), giving

w 
"(n 

+7) = w ,(¡1) + px(n)e' (n) (3.46)

The formulation in (3.46) and the calculation of C and Co form the basis for the Matlab

code development that the following analyses use. It should be noted that now e(n) is the

beamformer ouþut.

It is interesting to note that the LCMV implementation derives the best weights based on

the noise environment in each moment, whereas the LMS method iterates to a best

solution in response to a consistent noise presence. This can be seen in both Figure 3.12

and Figure 3.13, as compared to Figure 3.4.

The behavior over 900 iterations, in Figure 3.13, shows the convergence of the algorithm

and compares the rate of convergence for p: 1e-3 and p= 1e-4.

Figure 3.14 shows the radiation pattem for the statistical parameters plotted in Figure

3.12. When the interference is in the mainbeam, the LMS algorithm also shifts the

mainbeam, as was the case for the LCMV in Figure 3.5. the mainbeam is shifted 7.2'

away flom the AoI, with a corresponding gain reduction of -1.64d8 at the AoA.

However, at the AoI the gain is reduced from -3.8dB to -26.7dB.
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LMS: Accumulated Variance of Signals

¡teration

a) Accumulated variance.

LMS: Accumulated Mean-Square Error of Signals
3,5

ul
<t)

250 300

iteration

b) Accumulated mean-squared error.

Figure 3.12- LMS Method, Variance and MSE, S-element array,300 iterations, V= le-4.
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LMS: Accum Var of Signals, AoA = 35.5, Aol = -25 deg, ISR = 10.3d8

sample number

b) Accumulated mean-squared error.

Figure 3.13- LMS Method, Variance and MSE, 5-element array, 900 iterations
for ¡r = 1"-3 and ¡.r = 1.-4.

200 300 ¡100 500 600

sample number

AoA = 35.5, Aol = -25 deg, ISR = 10.3d1
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LMS, Directive Gain

Figure 3.14- LMS, Quiescent and Adapted Array Factor. 5-element
Array, AoA = -11.54", AoI : 0o, lL = le-4, after 300 iterations.

Consider a source of interference that is not in the mainbeam, but rather a sidelobe. The

radiation pattem is shown Figure 3.15 in for ISR : 10d8, SNR : 10d8, an

AoA = -11.53' and an AoI : -53o.

Here, a displacement ofless than 2o of the mainbeam is observed, but also with a slight

widening of 3-dB beamwidth. At the AoA, there is a drop in gain of less than 0.1dB. At

the AoI, however, the gain has dropped 13dB from- 12.2d8 to-31.6ðB, but shows the

deepest null being slightly offof the desired AoI. The corresponding variance and error

performance are shown in Figure 3.16.
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It is important to consider the performance of the LMS algorithm for in-phase and

phase-shifted interference as was considered for the LCMV in Figure 3.10. Because the

LMS also shows the impact of sinusoidal cancellation on lowering the variance of the

output, the analysis is combined with a study ofthe adaptation scaling parameter ¡r.

e, degrees

Figure 3.15- LMS cancellation of off-mainbeam interference. euiescent
and Adapted Array Factor for S-element Array, AoA = -11.54,
AoI = -53o, Ir = 1e-4, after 300 iterations.

Directive Gain, LMS
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LMS: AcÆum Var of Signals, AoA = -11.54, Aol = -53 deg, ISR = 10d8, I = 0,0001

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

samPle number

a) Accumulated variance.

LMS: Accum MSEof Signals, AoA = -'11.54, Aol = -53 deg, ISR = l0dB, ¡l = O.OOO1

sample number

b) Accumulated mean squared error.

tr'igure 3.16- LMS Method, off-mainbeam interference, Variance and MSE, S-element anay,450
iterations, p: 1e-4.
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Pt lLz F¡ þ¿ Its Pe þt

1e-5 2.7544e-5 4.6416e-5 0.0001 0.00021544 0.00046416 0.001

Table 3.3- Seven logarithmically spaced values for ¡r for testing LMS.

To do this, seven logarithmically spaced values for p are used, as listed in Table 3.3.

ln Figure 3.17, not only does this sinusoidal cancellation produce an ouþut with lower

variance and higher mean squared error, but also it is observed that the best output is that

of the quiescent weights, and that increasing p only makes things worse.

To further illustrate this, Figure 3.18 shows the LMS output with an interference signal

that is in phase with u(n). Here lhe output is more according to expectation, with the

LMS method improving performance over just the quiescent mode. Also, the rate of

convergence as a function of increasing ¡r is apparent, but also shows the effect that if the

choice of ¡r causes the variance of the adapted output to drop below that of the original

signal, then the result is an increase in the mean square error ofthe output.

In fact, the points where the variance of the output of the anay (the solid lines of y¡(n) in

Figure 3.18) drop below the unit variance of the original signal cause a corresponding

inflection in the diminishing curves ofthe mean squared error. It is seen that the third

value, p = 4.64"-5, provides the best performance in this case.
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LMS: Accum Var of Signals, AoA = -'1 1 .54, Aol = -53 deg, ISR = I l dB
1.5

sample number

a) Variance.

LMS: Accum MSE of Signals, AoA = -1 1 .54, Aol = -53 deg, ISR = I 1dl

Figure 3.17- Variance and mean-squared error as ¡.r varies, LMS, AoA = - I 1.53.,
AoI = -53o, ISR = 11dB, SNR = 10d8. Quiescent ouTpn|, d(n), is dashed line. Interference is
phase-shifted noise-modulated carrier frequency.
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LMS:Accum Var of Signals, AoA = -11.54, Aol = -53 deg, ISR = 11dB

¡n-phase noise-modulated carrier frequency

LMS: Ac¡um MSE of Signals, AoA = -11.54, Aol = -53 deg, ISR = 11dB

in-phase noise-modulated carr¡er frequency

0 50 100 150 200 250 300

sample number

b) MSE

Figure 3.18- Accumulated variance and mean-squared error comparison ofnoise
amplitude-modulated interference in-phase with ø (n) af the catner frequency.
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Thus we can seejudicious choice ofthe adaptive parameter, ¡r, is very important in

obtaining satisfactory performance from LMS algorithm. The directive gain pattems for

both the in-phase and phase-shifted instances ofnoisy interference are shown in Figure

3.19. Here, it is observed that the LMS algorithm has no beneficial effect when there is

phase related cancellation between the desired signal and the interference. If there is

phase coherence, then there can be some adaptive nulling and Figure 3.19(b) indicates

that the performance is best for p3.

Finally, consider the response ofthe LMS algorithm to broadband white noise, such as

may be downconverted to baseband in a frequency modulated system. In this case, the

LMS method performs really well, as shown in Figure 3.20.

The reason for the consistent shape of the mean-squared error curves as p increases is

because the identical noise environment has been used for each test to keep the noise

constant while observing the effects of changing p.
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Direct¡ve Gain, LMS 5-element Array

'5or '' ' ' ' r ,-10! -80 ¡0 ¡0 -20 0

e, degrees

a) Phase-shifted sinusoidal interference.

e, degrees

b) In-phase sinusoidal interference.

Figure 3.19- Array factor for S-element array with sinusoidal interference for various ¡r

Directive Gain, LMS s-element

- 
2.1544e-5

'.-.' 4.6416e-5
**'0.0001
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-.-- 0.001
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LMS:Accum Vâr ol Signals, AoA = -11.54, Aol= -53 deg, ISR = 9.89d8

samPle number

b) Mean-squared error.

Figure 3.20- Variance and MSE for 5-element anay with baseband noise interference for
vanous p.
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Directive Gain, LMS s-element Array

0, degrees

Figure 3.21- Array factor for 5-element anay with baseband
noise interference for various p.

Figure 3.2i shows the array factor directive gain pattems for baseband random noise

interference. The LMS method clearly pe¡forms well for all ¡ri, with the best performance

being for ¡r on the order of2e-4.

3.4 Summary

In summary ofthis chapter, the overview of adaptive antenna anay processing as an

analogy to spatial digital filtering has been developed. The specific methods for

determining both the quiescent and the adaptive weight portions ofthe composite weight

vector have been presented for both the LCMV and the LMS algorithms. It was shown

that both methods perform well in steering a null toward the source ofinterference for the

angles of arrival and interference presented,
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The LCMV method, based on instantaneous statistics, determines the best adaptive

weight component at each sample instant in real time. This method is equally robust for

sinusoidai interference, modulated carrier interference and baseband noise interference as

was seen in Figure 3.9. It showed difficulty with phase-shifted carrier interference due to

sinusoidal cancellation, but still produced results that were superior to the non-adapted

output. When the source of interference was in the mainbeam, the algorithm shifted the

mainbeam over while steering the null into the interference. This effect was not so

pronounced for interference in the sidelobes.

The LMS method iterates to the best solution at a rate dependent on an adaptive scaling

parameter p. The method had difñculty with the phase-shifted carrier interference, again

due to sinusoidal cancellation. The method produced an ouþut inferior to the

non-adapted output for all values of ¡r. If the interference was in-phase with the desired

signal, the method produced an output which performed better than without adaptation.

Still, the best performance of the LMS method was observed when the interference was

baseband random noise. This implies that the LMS adaptive process should be applied at

a stage where the incoming anay signals have already been downconverted to baseband.

For interference in the mainbeam region, the LMS method produced less shifting of the

mainbeam and a lower drop in gain at the angle of arrival of the desired signal than did

the LCMV method,
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4,0 Performance Measures of LCMV and LMS

This chapter investigates the behavior of the Linearly Constrained Minimum Variance

(LCMV) method and the Least-Mean Squares (LMS) technique of adaptive antenna affay

processing as applied to the Generalized Sidelobe Canceller (GSC). The LCMV and

LMS methods will be studied for several noise and interference environments and for a

variety ofangles of arrival ofsignal and interference. The methods will be compared

from the performance criteria ofthe variance and the mean-squared enor of the ouþut

with respect to the input. In the following chapter, the effects ofadaptation on the ove¡all

array pattem will be observed and compared using Array Factor (AF) theory and NEC

program output, as driven by the Matlab interface.

In the previous chapter, which presented the theory, formulations, testing and verification

of the LMS and LCMV algorithms, only a few angles of arrival (AoA) and angles of

interference (AoI) were considered. In particular, the LCMV was tested for an

AoA = -1 1.537" with the AoI = 0' and -53o. The LMS method was tested for

AoA = -1 1.537' and 35.5o, for the AoI = 0", -25o and -53o. The performance ofboth

methods was shown to work well at these angles, with the exception of sinusoidal

cancellation effects degrading the performance of the LMS method as discussed.

In order to develop a greater performance measure ofthese methods, a larger set ofpairs

ofangles for AoA and AoI need to be considered, and for differing levels ofinterference.

This has yielded some interesting results. In particular, the LCMV method only works

well for certain regions ofangle pairs, and it seems to be an odd fr¡nction with respect to

the diagonal line of AoA = AoI on a scatter plot. The LMS algorithm performs well for
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any arbitrary pair of angles. In the region where the LCMV works well, it maintains good

performance right up to the ISR test limit of 50dB. In contrast, the LMS method performs

well to an ISR threshold ofabout 35dB, after which it is worse than the non-adapted

output, The details ofthese analyses are the subject of this chapter.

4.1 LCMV Performance Tests and Discussion

Recall that the LCMV process calculates the adaptive weight component by considering

the instantaneous correlation matrix of the signals across the array. Thus, except for the

assumption ofwide-sense stationary noise and interference across the array, the weights

from moment to moment are independent of each other.

From the figures showing the accumulated variance and mean squared error ofthe output

with respect to the original signal, the instantaneous adaptive nature of the LCMV can be

readily seen. Given roughly 50 samples for the transient to settle down, the LCMV

method subsequently provides almost constant performance. It was observed, however,

that the performance of the LCMV was not consistent for arbitrary angles of arrival

(AoA) of the desired signal and arbihary angles of interference (AoI) of the jammer.

This will now be discussed in detail.

It was initially found that for a scan angle of AoA: sin-'1-0.2¡ : -11.537",the LCMV

performs well for an AoI of 0', in the mainbeam, and -53o, in the first sidelobe. The anay

factor for (AoA,AoI) = ( 1 1 .54',0') is shown in Figure 4.1 for two sets of adapted

weights, one from the 150th iteration and one from the 300ú iteration.
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This test is for a broadband interference noise of 1OdB over the desired signal strength.

The element SNR is also 10d8. The shifted mainbeam and subsequent gain at the angles

ofinterest are consistent at the two time snapshots, but the sidelobe pattem varies

considerably. This canbe due to the fact that at the two instants the random interference

and terminal noise components are different and the weights are adapted accordingly.

Figure 4,1- Array factor radiation pattems for AoA = -11.537.,
AoI : 0o.

LCIMV s-element array, ISR = 10d8, SNR = 1odB
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AoA = 0, Aol = 35.5 deg, ISR = ',l0.03d8, LCMV: Accum o2 of Signals

150 200 250 300

iteration
AoA = 0, Aol = 35.5 deg, ISR = 10.03d8, LCMV: Accum MSE of Signals

150

iteration

Figure 4.2- LCMV 5-element anay poor performance for (AoA,AoI) = (0.,35.5.).
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By hanslation, one would expect that moving the mainbeam to broadside at 0o and

directing the interference to the first sidelobe would yield equally good behavior, but

such was not the case, as seen in Figure 4.2.Figarc 4. shows that a 5-element broadside

array produces its first sidelobe at *35.5o. The output statistics are worse and the array

factor showed a suppression of the opposite first sidelobe and a gain in the sidelobe to be

suppressed. Intuitively, one immediately thinks of a forgotten negative sign, or a phase

shift of90' or 180o, or even a complex conjugate issue. The formulations have been

examined extensively and no er¡or was found. The following performance evaluation and

discussion will present more detail.

LCMV 5-el. array, AoA = 0 and Aol at 35.5 deg, ISR = SNR = 1OdB

-80 €0 -40 -20 0 20

0, degrees

b)

Figure 4.3- LCMV 5-element array radiation pattem for (AoA,AoI) = (0",35.5").
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Ouiescent

--- LCMV, 150 iter.
-*" LCMV, 300 iter.
---- Aol, vert. line
---- AoA. vert. line



First, the LCMV method was tested by varying element noise power to find that higher

SNR resulted in worse performance. This test was to determine if the potentially

ill-conditioned denominator of (3.32) was causing the problem. It was not.

This led to an investigation of the performance of the LCMV and LMS algorithms as a

function of AoA, AoI, interference and noise power. First, an AoA with known good

LCMV performance for an AoI was chosen, and the AoI was swept 500 equally spaced

points from -7 5o lo 7 5" . The AoA = -17.537', as was used in the previous examples for

an AoI = 0", and shown in Figure 4.i whe¡e reasonable working performance \{as

established. Shown in Figure 4.4 for both random baseband and pure sinusoidal

interfe¡ence at an ISR = 1OdB and with SNR: 10d8, this test indicates that the LCMV

method is an improvement on quiescent weighting for angles ofinterference from

-75" to -40", -11" to 10o and above 45o for both types ofinterference. The curves are of

the mean squared enor (MSE) in dB of the quiescent and adaptive ouþut with respect to

the original signal, u(n). Indeed, it indicates that good performance is to be expected for

an AoI : 0o, as has been studied. However, there are clearly regions where the LCMV

method worsens the performance of the array.

Looking at the behavior ofFigure 4.4, it is seen that for an AoA: -11.54o, an AoI: -51o

gives good performance and an AoI = 23' yields inferior performance, at least for an

ISR: i0dB. Thus, this became the focus of a power level test, by varying the

interference power level from 10-3 to 10s, for -30dB < ISR < 50d8, as shown in Figure

4.5 and Figure 4.6 below.
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AoA = -11.53, Aol: -75:75,500 LCMV, ISR: 1OdB

€0 ¡0 -20 0 20 40 60 80

Angle, degrees

a) Random noise interference.

AoA = -1 1.53, Aol: -75:75, 500 LCMV, ISR: 10dB

¡0 -,10 -20 0 20 ¡t0 60 ao

Angle, degrees

b) Sinusoidal interference.

Figure 4.4- A sweep ofAol over 500 points from -75o to 75o for an AoA of- 11.537., using both
baseband random and sinusoidal interference, showing the MSE in dB vs. angle. Lower levels

indicate better performance.
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AoA.= -11.53, Aol: -51, Noise Int., Power varies 1O-3 to l05, LCMV
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a) Baseband noise interference.

AoA = -11.53, Aot: -51 , Sine lnt., Power varies 1O-3 to 105, LCMV
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b) Sinusoidal interference.

Figure 4,5- Mean squared error performance of quiescent oufput d(n) and LCMV adapted output
y(n) as inferlerence power level varies for -30dB < ISR < 50dB for (AoA,Aol) = (-11.54",-5i").
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Figure 4.5 indicates that indeed the LCMV method gives improvement for ISR levels

above OdB, but is surprisingly worse for levels below. In addition, the lines are parallel

indicating that the gain in performance is a constant ratio regardless of the ISR, right up

to the maximum level of 50dB. Note that they-axis is on a log scale.

Figure 4.6, on the other hand, shows that the LCMV method offers no improvement at

the houblesome angles of (AoA,AoI) = (-11.54o,23o), except for marginal results

between 0 and -10d8. It is interesting to note that now the degradation in performance is

a constant ratio, as indicated by the parallel lines. In both cases it was found that whether

the interference was sinusoidal or random noise did not make much of a difference.

From these tests, it was concluded that neither the SNR nor the ISR was the cause of the

poor performance of the LCMV algorithm for certain AoA and AoI angle pairs. In both

cases, improvement of the output by LCMV adaptive processing did not become apparent

until the ISR was greater than OdB.

The next consideration is to determine how the LCMV method behaves when either the

AoA or the AoI is set to 0" for a range of values of the othe¡. In addition, it will be usefu1

to look at the behavior of the output as a scatter plot ofpoints ofbetter or worse

performance for AoI versus AoA.

It was found that if the AoA was set to 0'(broadside), the performance was worsened for

almost all angles of interference. However, if the AoI was set to 0o, the LCMV method

improved the performance for all angles, as shown in Figure 4.7. Note that the

fundamental quiescent patterns are similar to the directive gain pattem of the anay.
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AoA = -1 1.53, Aol: 23, Noise lnt., Power varies 10-3 to 105, LCMV
l0'¡--l 

'

/ ool

.30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50

ISR, dB

a) Baseband noise interference.

AoA = -1 1.53, Aol: 23, S¡ne lnt., Power varies 1O-3 to 105, LCMV
1o' *,d(n)

7,'

-30 -20 -f0 0 t0 20 30 40 50

ISR, dB

b) Sinusoidal interference.

Figure 4.6- Mean squared error performance of quiescent outp,,tt d(n) and LCMV adapted output
y(n) as ìnterference power level varies for -30dB < ISR < 50dB for (AoA,AoI) = (-1 1.54.,23").
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Looking at Figare 4.7 from the point ofview that this error curve relates to the dfuective

gain pattem, it confirms expectation that maximum error would be at angles of maximum

gain. Where the adapted output is worse than the quiescent output in a null, it is really of

no consequence to the validity of the method.

Angle, degrees

a) Noise interference

AoA = 0, Aol: -75175, 500 LC[¡V, ISR: 1odB, TEST 2

Angle, degrees

b) Sinusoidal interference

AoA = 0o, -75o < AoI < 75o

Figure 4,7- LCMV shows poor performance for AoA

AoA = 0, Aolr -75:75. 500 LCMV. ISR: 10d8. TESÍ2 AoA: -75:75, Aol = 0, 500 LC|\4V, ISR: 10d8, TEST 3

Angle, degrees

c) Noise interference

AoAì -75:75, Aol = 0, 500 LCMV, lSRr '10d8, TEST 3

Angle, degrees

d) Sinusoidal interference

AoI = 0o, -75o < AoA < 75o

= 0o but good performance when AoI = 0o.
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If the interference is already appearing in a null of the quiescent anay pattem, it is

already being suppressed. Thus, Figure 4.7(c) and (d) show excellent performance.

Thus, to investigate this unexpected performance more exhaustively, a test was set up to

randomly select 5000 angle pairs for (AoA,AoI), between -75o and 75., and determine

the LCMV method s performance at each point. The test was performed for a

complex-noise amplitude modulated interference signal with an ISR of 15.7dB, as given

in (3.33) and shown in Figure 3.8. The results ofthis test are shown in the scatter plots of

Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9, where better perfoûnance means that the array factor gain at

the AoI is lower fo¡ the adapted weight vector than for the quiescent weight vector.

Figure 4.8 clearly indicates a performance problem. In fact, of the 5000 test points, 2904

retumed adapted output that was worse than quiescent output. Note how these scatter

plots seem to be an odd function with respect to the diagonal line of AoI = AoA.

Figure 4.9(a) shows the better and worse performance together, but only for regions

where the quiescent gain pattem would be within 20dB down from the peak. Thus, the

bands ofdeep nulls are visible. The odd function, as rotated around the AoI = AoA line is

again apparent and hints of some fundamental difficulty in the formulations.

Figure 4.9(b) shows a scatter plot ofadapted gain versus quiescent gain, with a point for

each (AoA,AoI) pair. The diagonal line is where the adapted gain is equal to the

quiescent gain. Any point below this line indicates a lowering ofgain at the angle of

interference and thus an improvement in performance. The distribution about this

diagonal indicates that for arbitrary angle pairs the user camot be confident that the

LCMV method will yield a net improvement in performance.
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Worse

a) Performance wo¡se than quiescent.

Better

0

AoA

b) Performance better than quiescent.

Figure 4.8- Scatter plots of LCMV method, AoI versus AoA. Performance is better if the adapted
ouþuf y(n) has a lower mean squared error than the non-adapted, or quiescent, ouilplt d(n) with

respect to the original signal u(n).
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As a brief discussion of this, it is important to note two things. First, there are two stages

in the computation of the algorithm - 1) the formulation of the constraint matrix C and its

orthogonal complement C, and the steering vector for the interference from the given

(AoA,AoI) and 2) the formulation of the subsequent LCMV algorithm using these

quantities. The LMS method, which works very well as will be shown in the next section,

uses the exact same quantities, C, Co etc., determined in the first stage and differs only in

the formulation of the subsequent LMS algorithm. Since the LMS method demonshates

exceptional performance, if there is a flaw in the formulations it cannot come from the

first stage of computations.

The second point to note is that the underlying assumption in the formulation of the

LCMV method is that there is some knowledge of the true probability density functions

ofthe signals as expressed by the presence of the mathematical expectation operator.

However, the true statistics are being estimated by the sample statistics via the mean

ergodic theorem, which if it applies states that the statistics along the discrete sample

(time, or in our case the number of anten¡ras in the array) converge to the statistics across

the process as the length of the discrete sample tends to infinity. For a S-element array,

the discrete sample is only of length five. It is diffrcult to assume that five instantaneous

values represent the statistics of a stochastic process. The test was performed using larger

affays, up to 33 elements, but performance did not improve. Further, the mean ergodic

theorem applies if the process is asymptotically uncorrelated. The ¡andom element noise

is uncorrelated, but the desired signal and the interference are both correlated across the

anay by the inter-element phase delay.
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LCMV

{0 ,{0 -20 0 20 40 60

AoA

a) Only points where quiescent pattem > -20d8.
Gray is worse, Black is better performance.

Quiescent Gain at Aol

b) scatter plot ofadapted gain versus quiescent gain, measured at the AoL points below the
diagonal indicate improved nulling.

Figure 4.9- LCMV scatter plots of AoI versus AoA and Adapted Gain ve¡sus euiescent Gain.
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Two possible avenues of investigation have not been explored. one is that the statistics

across the array at each iteration could be stored and accumulated such that as the process

continues from start-up it bases the correlation estimates on larger and larger numbers of

samples. However, accumulating and averaging the autocorrelation ofthe signals across

the array before composing the correlation matrix was studied, but with no benefit. The

other is that perhaps there is some normalization going on, or lack thereof that is not

being considered, either analogous to the normalized angular frequency of filter theory,

or in terms ofappropriately scaling the adaptive weight portion with respect to the

quiescent weight portion, The latter was investigated to a small extent with inconsistent

results. A tangible explanation for the poor general performance of the LCMV method

remains inconclusive.

4.2 LMS Performance Tests and Discussion

This section repeats much of the testing of the previous section using the LMS algorithm.

In general, the LMS method performs very well given an appropriate rate of convergence

¡r and understanding the effects ofsinusoidal interference. unless otherwise stated, the

value ¡r = 1e-4 is used in the analyses of this section.

similar to Figure 4.7 for the LCMV method, the first test holds the AoA fixed at 0' while

sweeping the AoI from -75" to 75o, and then holds the AoI fixed at 0o while sweeping the

AoA from -75" to75". The ISR: SNR: 1OdB. Each test is performed for an in-phase

noiseless sinusoid and for baseband random noise interference.

The results of this test are shown in Figure 4.10 and indicate that the LMS method is less

sensitive to varying angles, but more sensitive to sinusoidal interference. one sees that
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AoA = 0, Aol: -75:75,500 LMS, ISR:10d8, NoiseTst2

Angle, degrees

a) Noise interferen ce

AoA = 0, Aol: -75i75,500 LMS, ISR:10d8, SineT6t2

Anglê, degrees

b) Sinusoidal interference

AoA : 0o, -75o < AoI < 75o

AoA: -75:75, Aol= 0,500 LMS, ISR:10d8, No¡seTst3

L,11

Angle, degrees

c) Noise interference

AoAr-75:75, Aol= 0,500 LMS,ISR: lodB, SineTst3

d) Sinusoidal interference

AoI = 0o, -75" < AoA < 75o

Figure 4.10- LMS shows good performance for noise interference, ISR: SNR = 10d8, but
good performance only in the mainbeam when the interference is sinusoidal.

the noise interference results in good performance everywhere, but the sinusoidal

interference is canceled sufficiently at this power level only if it appears in the

mainbeam. Sinusoidal interference to the sidelobes is not handled well.

Angle, degreês
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AoA = -1 1.53, Aol: -51, Noise lnt., Power varies 10-3to 105, LMS
to'

-10 0 10 20 30

ISR, dB

a) Baseband noise interference.

-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50

ISR, dB

b) Sinusoidal interference.

Figure 4.11- Mean squared error performance ofquiescent oúplt d(n) and LMS adapted output
y(n) as interference power level varies for -30d8 < ISR < 50dB for (AoA,AoI) : (-11.54.,-51).
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Figure 4.11 shows the LMS method performance as a function of interference power

levels ranging over -30d8 < ISR < 50d8, for (AoA,AoI) : (i 1.54',-51'). The

performance is plotted as the mean squared enor versus ISR, with the MSE on a log

scale. Figure 4.12 shows the same for (AoA,AoI) = (-11.54",23"). Several interesting

points are worth observing, the first of which is the incredible improvement in canceling

out interference up to a threshold of approximately ISR: 33dB for both noise and

sinusoidal interference.

Now look at the AoI sweep test performed for AoA = -11.537' and ISR: SNR: 1OdB in

Figure 4.13. Clearly, when the AoI = -51o, the LMS algorithm should improve the

performance for noise interference and worsen the performance for sinusoidal

interference. In addition, we expect to see an improvement in performance for both

interference types at AoI = 23', although marginal for the sinusoidal interference.

With respect to Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12, fo¡ which a zoom of the low-ISR regions is

shown in Figure 4.14, poor performance is expected for sinusoidal interference at

(AoA,AoI) = (-11.537",-51") up to approximately ISR = 1ldB, after which the method

will show an improvement. At 23o, marginal improvement in interference suppression is

expected, and will improve dramatically as the ISR increases. In all cases, we see

marginal or no improvement in performance for iow ISR levels. This is as to be expected,

since for low levels ofinterference, the algorithm should converge to the quiescent

weight vector.
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AoA = -11.53, Aol: 23, Noise lnt, Power var¡es 1O-3 to 105, LMS
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a) Baseband noise interference.

Ao-n = -'11.Ua, Aol: 23, Sine lnt., Power varies 1O-3 to 10s, LMS
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b) Sinusoidal interference.

Figure 4.12- Mean squared error performance of quiescent ouþut d(n) and LMS adapted ouÞut
y(n) as inlerference power level varies for -3OdB < ISR < 50dB for (AoA,AoI) : (-71.54",23.).
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AoA = -11.53, Aol: -75:75, 500 LMS, ISR: 10d8, No¡se Tst 1

i

!
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-60 ¡0 -20 0 20 40 50

Angle, degrees

a) Baseband noise interference.

AoA = -1 1 .53, Aol: -75:75, 500 LMS, ISR: 10d8, Sine Tst I

--- d(n)

-60 40 -2o 0 20 rl0 ô0 80

Angle, degrees

b) Sinusoidal interference.

Figure 4.13- LMS performance for AoA = -1 1 .537", -'15" < AoI < 75o. ISR = SNR = 10dB
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A few key points can now be summarized. The LMS algorithm performs well for noise

inierference and coherent sinusoidal interference above a minimum ISR. The striking

observation in general is that the mean squared error of the adapted output reaches a

threshold and remains constant as the ISR increases, up to a certain ISR level. At that

peak ISR level something in the algorithm breaks down, rendering the ouþut useless.

This is apparent by the MSE cuwe for y(n) going vertical in Figure 4. 1 1 and Figure 4. 12.

This threshold of the mean squared error of the adapted ouþut indicates that as the

interference gets" louder" the null gets deeper. This behavior is illushated graphically in

the anay factor directive gain pattems ofFigure 4.15.

It is reasonable to observe the improvement in performance by looking at the variance,

MSE or directive gain plots and still wonder what is the effect on the time signal itself.

To look at this, the sample frequency was increased to 360/and the simulation was run

for 3 cycles of/= 300MHz at ISR = 10dB and ISR = 20dB. The ouþut is shown in

Figure 4.16. Note that the transient settling time is noticeable at the beginning ofthe

ouþut. It should be realized that the transient settling time is related to the number of

iterations, which would usually span several cycles of/ because the sampling frequency

is usually 2/(Nyquist) or gteater. A test sample frequency of 360/was used to produce an

output clearly showing the sinusoidal nature by having a point per degree.
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a) Sinusoidal interference. Zoom ofFigure 4.11(b).
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Figure 4,14- Close-up of low ISR regions in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12
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Directive Gain

'*'- Quiescent
--- ISR= OdB
--- ISR= SdB*-" ISR = 10 dB_ tsR= 15dB
'-"* Aof
--..AoA

Figure 4.15- Array factor directive gain pattems for LMS method as ISR
mcreases.

(AoA,AoI) = (-11.54',-51"), p = 1e-4,440 iterations.

The plots of Figure 4.16 indicate very good performance and demonstrate the LMS

algorithni s ability to ouþut adapted signals with comparable mean squared error over a

range ofISR, as compared to the original noiseless signal u(n).It should be kept in mind

that the signal al the anay includes terminal noise of 1OdB SNR.
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Because the random terminai noise vector is calculated and saved in the simulation, the

iime, (ns)

a)

ISR = 20dB

t¡me, (ns)

b)

Figure 4.16- Three cycles of time ouþut for d(n) and y(n) given a) ISR: i0dB and b) ISR = 20d8.

ISR = 1OdB

time, (ns)
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exact test can be re-run without the presence ofinterference. Thus, we can look at both

the quiescent and adapted output ofthe array in either a quiet environment or one with

interference, as is shown by the array output and table ofvariances ofsignals in Figure

4.17. A quiet environment is one with no interference.

Quiet, No lnterference Table 4.1 - Variance of Array Signals.

Var.

of:
u(n)

uutput

due to

u.¿(n)

d(n) v(n)

ISR=

20dB

1.0009 1L0194 7.2703 l3i

Quiet 1.0009 t.0153 t.u1)J ] 0153

t¡me, (ns)

a) b)

Figure 4.17- a) Anay output oforiginal with and without 20dB of interference. b) Table of
variances.

In Table 4.1, the output of the anay due to u1(n) ts the weight vector applied to the

original sigaal with only terminal noise, according to (3.17). The output ofthe array due

to d(n) is the quiescent weight vector applied to the total sígnal received by the array,

including interference. Note that they are the same in a quiet environment. A plot ofthe

output ofthe anay due to u,a(n) using the adapted weight vector for 20dB ISR would be

slightly noisier than that shown in Figure 4.17(a) for the quiet environment.

Finally, the performance of the LMS method over a random selection of 5000 (AoA,AoI)

points was performed for ISR = 30dB and SNR = 10d8, as was done for the LCMV

method.

ISR = 20dB
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Except for one random point',vhere the AoA and AoI were at the same place (-39.94o,-

39.952'), the only places where the LMS performance did not exceed the quiescent

performance is where the AoI was already deep in a null over 30dB down. This is shown

in Figure 4.1 8(a), where as before, better performance means that the array factor gain at

the AoI is lower for the adapted weight vector than for the quiescent weight vector.

The small table of values inTable 4.2 shows that where the quiescent patterri s gain is

already 30 to 80 dB down and lower than the adapted gain, the adapted patterri s gain is

limited to 33.4 dB down. This limiting effect can be seen in Figure 4.18(b) for all points,

where the points pictured in Figure 4.18(a) appear to the upper-right ofthe diagonal.

Table 4,2 - Gain statistics for points where the quiescent pattem
is already in a null 30dB down and Gv > Go.

Stats Gain, d(n) Gain, y(n) Uy- (ia

max r,¿4 -3t.227 47.917

mln -80.005 -JJ.4lð tJ.o't2142

This limiting effect should be studied to determine why it is occurring. Perhaps it is the

result ofgradient noise, causing the LMS algorithm to oscillate around a best solution

30dB down. However, this has not been studied nor have the effects of varying ¡r or ISR.
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LMS, Worse than no adaptation
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b) Gain after LMS vs. before LMS.

227 poinls in this region

4773 points in this region

a) Performance worse than quiescent.

Figure 4.18- Scatter plots of LMS performance. ISR = 30dB and SNR = 10d8.
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To summarize this section of LMS performance tests, it has been shown that the

algorithm works very well in a wide range of conditions. The LMS section of the

previous chapter showed the relationship that increasing the adaptive scaling factor ¡r

increased the rate ofconvergence. This section has shown that increasing the interference

power has the effect ofdeepening the null at that AoL In addition, sinusoidal

interference, although difficult to cancel at low power levels, can effectively be nulled if

it is above a minimum power level.

4.3 A Comparison of LCMV and LMS Results

This section will briefly compare and discuss the performance results of the LCMV and

LMS methods. The first point to note is that in the absence ofnoise and interference, the

LMS method retums the ¡esults of the quiescent weights, whereas the LCMV method

requires some terminal noise to avoid a singular matrix inversion. Even with only

terminal noise, the LMS method converges to the quiescent weight vector exactly, as

shown in Figure 3.1(b) and inTable 4.2 for the quiet environment. However, Figure

3.i(a) shows that the LCMV method tends to produce a more uniform weight vector

without interference as indicated by the lowered standard deviation, but still with much

variation.

It was shown that for the (AoA,AoI) regions whe¡e the LCMV worked well, it worked

very well. It produces an instantaneous weight vector that nulls the effects of interference

immediately, with no convergence criteria. Figure 4.5 shows that the LCMV method

provides a constant ratio ofsuppression right up to the test limit of50dB ISR, based on

the MSE of the output, whereas Figure 4.11 indicates that the LMS method provides and
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increasing ratio ofsuppression. It shows that there is a range ofconstant MSE for

increasing ISR, but only up to a limit ofabout 33dB after which the performance

degrades entirely.

The definitive performance test, however, is seen in the ¡esults of the 5000 random

(AoA,AoI) pairs, shown in Figure 4.9 for the LCMV and Figure 4.1 8 for the LMS, where

better performance means that the array factor gain at the AoI is lower for the adapted

weight vector than for the quiescent weight vector.

From this test we find that the LMS algorithm performed extremely well, lowering the

gain at the AoI for all angles except a few which were already deep in a null. The curious

behavior is that the adapted null is limited to about -35d8. The LCMV method, on the

other hand, showed dramatically poor performance on average. Over halfofthe angles

tested retumed an adapted gain at the AoI higher than that of the quiescent. Nevertheless,

where it works, there is no limit on the suppression and indeed we see that in some places

the LCMV method reduced the gain at the AoI from within a few dB of peak to over -

60d8.

For both of these anomalies, the -35d8 suppression limit for the LMS and the patchwork

pattem of better/worse performance of the LCMV, no explanation is readily apparent.

However, the conclusion to be drawn is that the best algorithm for thejob would be the

LMS method.

This conclusion is supported by the fact that the LMS method is widely used due to its

simplicity, ease of implementation and excellent performance given ajudicious choice of

scaling factor ¡r.
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The LCMV is a direct application of the Wiener Linear Optimal Filter, but suffers from

relying on ensemble statistical parameters being estimated by small discrete samples. In

essence, the LCMV algorithm presents the basis for the optimum instantaneous choice of

adaptive weighting for generalized sidelobe cancellation, and the LMS method iteratively

approaches that solution in a robust fashion.
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5.0 Using the LCMV and LMS Output with

NEC2/Matlab

Having developed and tested the NEC2/Matlab interface, and further developed, tested

and verified the performance of the LCMV and LMS methods, this chapter looks at the

full-wave ouþut of NEC2 in comparison to that of the array factor for selected adapted

weight vectors. The purpose of this is to see how close the gain pattems of the adapted

output match for the anay facto¡ and the full-wave NEC output, and from that observe

the effects ofmutual coupling interactions.

Given that the LCMV has some known limitations, the first example will be for a

configuration previously shown to work for both the LCMV and LMS algorithms.

Consider a S-element anay aimed at AoA = -11.537. with 20dB ISR interference coming

in at AoI = -53o, as was shown in Figure 3.6 and for which the quiescent array factor and

NEC2 pattems are shown in Figure 5.1(a). The best-case anay factor directive gain

pattems for the adapted results of both the LCMV and LMS are shown in Figure 5.1(b).

Note how the LCMV method causes a shift of mainbeam while the LMS method tries to

preserve the gain at the AoA, for the" best casd' weight vector.



Directive Gain, (e,g) = 1-90:90,0)

0, degrees

a) Quiescent array factor and NEC for AoA: -1 1.537'.

Array-Factor Direct¡ve Gain, 5-element anay, (AoA,Aol)=(1 1.54,-53)

¡0 40 40

0, degrees

b) Adapted array factor for (AoA,AoI) = (-1 1.537",-53.).

Figure 5.1- S-element array with (AoA,AoI) : (-11.537',-53).
a) Quiescent directivity pattem for Array Factor and NEC output.
b) Directivity pattern for Array Factor adapted ouþut of LCMV and LMS methods using best wo.
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In Figure 5.1(b), the" best casd' adapted weight vectors were used to generate the results.

This requires some explanation. The simulation was run for 500 iterations and at each

iteration the LCMV method comes up with an instantaneous adaptive portion of the

weight vector while the LMS method converges towards abest solution. Once this 500-

element wo vector is obtained for each of the methods, it is a simple calculation to

determine the gain at the AoI for each iteration using (3.14) and then (3.6) with the

steering vector calculated at the electrical angle of the AoI. The array factor gain at the

AoI for each iteration of the adapted weight vector is shown in Figure 5.2(a). The lowest

value is chosen as the" best casd', as the intention is to reduce the gain at the AoI. The

anay factor directive gain pattem based on the average ofwo, calculated over the 500

iterations, shown in Figure 5.2(b).

With a quiescent gain of -12.1dB at the AoI, the average gain of the LCMV method is

-17.9d8 and of the LMS method is -34.5d8. The best cases produce a gain of -52.45d8 at

the 342"d iteration for the LCMV and -70.6 atthe 456ù iteration for the LMS. Note how

the 3dB beamwidth is wider for the LCMV method. Looking at Figure 5.1(b) and Figure

5.2O), it can be concluded that the mean wo for the LMS method produces a pattem very

similar to the best case, and so implies that the method is very consistent.
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Gain at Aol, for each adapted weight vector along 5OO iterat¡ons.

iteration

a) Array factor gain at AoI for each iteration.

Array Factor Directive Gain

- 
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*-.-- LCMV, mean wa
......... LMS, mean wa
*--- Aol
-""' AoA

e, degrees

b) Directivity of array factor based on mean wo.

Figure 5'2- a) Directive gain at AoI at each iteration and b) anay factor pattem based on mean
value of wo. (AoA,AoI) = (-11.537',-53'), ISR = 20dB, SNR = 1OdB.



The pattems for the LCMV method, however, show dramatic difference between average

and best performance. In particular, note how the best performance produces the null at

the desired location, but shifts the mainbeam considerably. In contrast, the average

performance does not shift the mainbeam, but also does not deliver a deep null to the

AoI. The adapted null is closer to the mainbeam. This may imply that some of the

difficulties leading to the overall poor performance of the LCMV are due to the

conflicting constraints of trying to maintain the gain at the AoA while steering a null to

the AoI.

The full-wave solution of NEC, based on the charges and currents on the modeled

radiating structure, produce results that include the interactions befween these sources

and structures in the environment. The fields, based upon the electric and magnetic field

integral equations as discussed in the chapter on NEC, are computed using the current

distribution as sources. However, the modeling of the structure requires voltage sources

to be attached to a node. If the elementd input impedances were constant across the

array, the relationship between cuffent sources and voltage sources would just be the

impedance, a complex constant. However, as \ryas seen, the element impedances vary due

to mutual coupling and are a function ofsource values and scan angle.

When using array factor, it doesri t matter whether one is assigning the source as a

voitage or a current, as impedance is not a consideration. Truly, the weight vector alone

can be applied as the source and the directive gain pattem will be as given by the anay

factor. In a physical artay, the complex weight is usually implemented using an amplifier

or attenuator and a phase shifter. The specific values ofthe sources dori t affect the

radiation pattems (but do affect the radiated power); it is the distribution of the magnitude
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of the sources and the phase relationship between them ihat determines the radiation

pattern. Thus, the calculated weight vectors can be applied to NEC as the voitage sources,

normalized by magnitude for consistency, and the resultant full-wave solution can be

computed. However, due to the mutual coupling intrinsic in a real situation, which the

full-wave computation tries to model, applying the weight vector as a voltage source will

not necessarily yield the same output as applying the weight vector as a current source.

This idea ofvoltage source versus current source can be seen in Figure 5.3, the results of

which are somewhat surprising. The NEC output matches the array factor for the LCMV

distribution very well, but indicates much inferior performance from the LMS method

than expected from the array factor. The quiescent gain at the sidelobe AoI is -12.2d8,

and the results of NEC2 show it reduced to -22.4d8 rather than the -70d8 of the array

factor. The best case of the LCMV has reduced the gain at the AoI to -41.8d8, but this

cannot be expected as typical behavior. From Figure 5.2þ), -l7.7dB is the average gain

at the AoI fo¡ the LCMV, and it must be kept in mind that the performance is very

inconsistent, at least as formulated in this work.

To understand the inconsistent behavior of the LMS method in the NEC2 simulation, as

shown in Figure 5.3(b), consider the comparison of V¡ and Z¡o for the LCMV and LMS

solutions, as shown in Figure 5.4. Here it is observed that although the weight vector

(voltage source) is quite consistent befween the two methods, the impedance shows more

variation, particularly at the null-side of the anay, which shows the greatest difference in

phase shift. Note the increased slope of the phase of the voltage source for the LCMV

method, which relates to the shifting of the mainbeam towards the null.
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Figure 5.3- NEC2 and Array Factor adapted ouþut using" best casd' weights for
(AoA,AoI) = (-1 1.537',-53").
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b) NEC2 computed element impedances.

Figure 5.4- Input voltage (weight) and input impedance comparison for
(AoA,AoI) = (-1 1.537",-53').
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Interestingly, over a set of simulations at (AoA,AoI) : (-1 1.537",-53'), all ofthe best

case pattems were similar to that of Figure 5.3, but in some cases the magnitudes of the

voltages and impedances were identical for the two methods. Even in these cases, the

phase behavior was markedly different, leading to the pattems shown.

For the next example, consider cancellation of the opposite sidelobe, at d= 23o. Recall

that the array factors were previously studied at this AoI, showing that the LCMV

method did not perform well but thal the LMS method produced good results.

Figure 5.5(a) shows that the quiescent gain is -12.1d8 at the sidelobe. The mean gain of

the LCMV method is -8.7dB and of the LMS method is -34.8d8, indicating that the

LCMV method performs worse than quiescent on average. The best cases produce a gain

of -98.6d8 at the 4l't iteration fo¡ the LCMV and -56.5 at the 422"d iteration for the LMS,

for this simulation. Due to the random nature ofnoise and interference, it changes with

each simulation.

Figure 5.5(b) shows the quiescent, LCMV adapted and NEC2 gain pattems computed

using the mean of the adaptive portion of the weight vector, wo. Here we see that the

adapted gain is higher than quiescent at the AoI, but the NEC2 pattem is slightly lower,

showing the same gain as quiescent.

The array pattems for the best case adapted weights are given in Figure 5.6, showing

good agreement between NEC2 and the array factor for both methods. The typical effect

of mutual coupling in displacing the nulls outwards can be seen.
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Gain at Aol for each adapted weight vector along 500 iterations
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iteration,
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a) Array factor gain at AoI for each iteration.
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b) Array factor and NEC pattems based on mean lva.

Figure 5.5- a) Directive gain at AoI at each iteration and b) LCMV anay factor and NEC pattem
based on mean value of wo, still showing poor performance at this AoL

(AoA,AoI) = (-11.537',23'), ISR = 20d8, SNR: 10d8.
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In Figure 5.6, notice that both algorithms are performing well with the" best casd' weight

vector. In particular, note that the LMS algorithm puts more emphasis on maintaining the

gain at the scan angle. The LClvtV method has shifted the mainbeam almost 11o toward

the adapted null, causing a -2.8dB drop in gain at the desired AoA.

The pattem for the LMS algorithm calculated using the mean of wo over the 500

iterations appears almost identical to that in Figure 5.6(b), and so is not shown separately.

This again gives evidence to the consistent good performance, on average, ofthe LMS

method. In contrast, look at the differences seen between the" best casd' and mean of wa

fo¡ the LCMV method as shown in Figure 5.5(b) and Figure 5.6(a). As stated previously,

this is evidence of the poor performance, on average, of the LCMV method.

The corresponding voltage and impedance behavior is shown in Figure 5.7, where the

leveling out ofthe source phase (input voltage or weight vector) indicates that the

mainbeam has been shifted considerably from -1 1/54o towards 0o.

The taper of the magnitude ofthe source voltage is typical ofnon-uniform amplitude

source distribution for sidelobe level suppression, such as with a cosine distribution [7].

Thus, it is not surprising to see the general effect of lowered sidelobes in Figure 5.6.

It is important to note the scale of the ordinate axes in Figure 5.7(b), as it appears that

there is quite a variation in the phase of the impedance. The scales of the axes in Figure

5.4 and Figure 5.7have been kept the same for comparison. Since it is the cuûent

distribution that govems the radiation equations, Figure 5.8 looks at the source current

and the input impedances with a larger scale of the ordinate axis.
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Figure 5.6 - NEC2 and Array Factor adapted ouþut using" best casd' weights for
(AoA,AoI) = (-1 1.537",23').
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b) NEC2 computed element impedances.

Figure 5.7- lnput voltage (weight) and input impedance comparison for
(AoA,AoI) : (-1 1.537',23").
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From this, \rye see the taper of the source current, which leads to sidelobe suppression,

and the current phase angle, which relates to the scan angle. In the impedance plot, one

notices that the phase is very consistently near zero, implying that the element

impedances are very close to being purely real and that the anay is operating close to its

optimum resonant frequency. The distribution of the impedance amplitudes shows a

relatively constant value, with magnitude increasing at the scanned end of the array. This

behavior is consistent with what was observed previously during the element impedance

tests as a function of scan angle.

In summary ofthis chapter, it can be concluded that although the array factor can give a

good approximation to the behavior ofan antenna array, the true results may be quite

different than expected due to the source and radiated field interactions in the structure.

Clearly, the ouþut of NEC2 has not been compared with physically measured results

from an actual array in an antenna test site, so a definite comment on the" trud' results

cannot be concluded. It is reasonable and generally accepted, though, that a full-wave

computation that considers the interactions of mutual coupling is much closer to true

behavior than the geometric interference calculations ofthe anay factor.

This work has combined the determined best-adapted weight vector, computed using the

LCMV and LMS algorithms, with the inpurfile driven NEC2 for full-wave computations

to determine the simulated output. To automate the process, NEC2 has been controlled by

the Matlab interface. However, the LCMV and LMS algorithms calculate the adapted

weight vector in conjunction with array factor (steering vector) closed-form anallical

expressions.
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Figure 5.8- Input current and element impedances.
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The obvious next step is to use NEC2 in receive mode to calculate the ¡esponse at the

antenna elements due to the incident plane waves of the desired and interference signals,

and subsequently add AWGN to the elemenf s signals. Then, use these NEC2-computed

received signals to feed into the LCMV or LMS optimization algorithms.

By doing this, the degraded results for the LMS method, seen in Figure 5.3 may be

overcome. The diffrculty of this is that the NEC2 solver can only account for one incident

plane wave at a time, so the results would have to be stored and summed. Any mutual

coupling interactions induced due to the signals arriving at the array at the same time

would not be included. This study has been left fo¡ future work.
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6.0 Conclusion

Summary

This thesis has presented work in three broad areas - the use of full-wave numerical

electromagnetic computations, via NEC2, in the study of antenna array interactions, the

interfacing of a compiled commandline driven program based on text fiie VO with the

powerful mathematical and visualization environment of Matlab, and most importantly

the development and testing of adaptive signal processing techniques as applied to

adaptive affay antennas and the application of the NEC2/Matlab interface to study this

field,

Upon introducing the NEC2 program, the interface with Matlab was developed, tested

and verified to work. Although the inerface is commandline driven ÍÌom withing Matlab,

it is only a drawback in that it is not a fully integrated graphical user interface. The

Matlab environment does not have the restrictions encountered with a usual operating

systeni s command line. From the Matlab environment, all modules of the program can

quickly be linked or detached, modified and run in an unattended and evolving process.

That is, the interface automatically composes the NEC2 input files, runs the solver,

imports the output data, evaluates it (either automatically according to defined rules or

via a pause with user intervention) and then re-composes input files to continue the

optimization process.

The theory ofadaptive affay anterìra signal processing has been introduced and studied

in relation to the generalized sidelobe canceller using the linearly constrained minimum

variance (LCMV) method and the least mean squares (LMS) method. The LCMV
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method is a direct application of Wiener linear optimum filtering as applied to the spatial

analogy ofan antenna array as a finite impulse response transversal filter. Its basis lies in

the correlation processing ofthe signals at the taps (antenna terminals) ofthe array. It was

found to only work consistently well in certain situations and other than the potential

cause being that the statistics ofa random ensembie are being estimated by one small

sample, a more concrete explanation has remained elusive. The LMS method is from the

class ofstochastic gradient search algorithms, and has been shown to work extremely

well in a wide variety ofsituations. The user need only chose the best scaling factor for

rapid but accurate convergence and then the algorithm will iterate towards the Wiener

optimal solution. Once again, the statistics of the process are being estimated from the

sample and this leads to a phenomenon known as gradient noise. It has been

inconclusively speculated in this work that the gradient noise may be the reason for the

apparent nulling iimit of -35dB.

When the NBC2/\4atlab interface is run with the adapted weights as calculated by the

LCMV and LMS algorithms, the typical mutual coupling effects of beam broadening,

nuIl shifting and the rise of a coma lobe during scan are seen. In addition, although the

array factor computed weight vectors indicate deep nulling, the full-wave results may be

quite different.

Finally, in both classic and adaptive array analysis, the NEC2/Matlab interface can be

used to quickly determine the effects of element length, diameter and spacing on the

overall impedance behavior of the array during scan. It was shown how this analysis,

combined with reflection coefficient calculations, can assist the user in addressing
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phenomena such as scan blindness from feed network to antenna element impedance

mismatch.

Future Work

The development of static beamforming using the conshaint matrix gives rise to the

discussion that perhaps sub-space methods of determining AoI in conjunction with

calculating the beamform via the constraint matrix may rival the LMS and LCMV

algorithms in speed and performance. The static beamforming was shown to be very

effective in placing deep nulls and other main lobes in desired locations as established in

the conshaint matrix. Target and interference location methods could be used in

conjunction with this constraint matrix to iteratively update the best fixed weight vector.

To examine the impedance behavior as developed in Chapter 2.4, the results were taken

from the NEC2 ouþut files generated at different frequencies. The impedance matrix of

the array could be determined and used to generate the frequency and scan-angle

dependent behavior of the array. The results ofNEC2 could be used to determi¡re the

coefficients of the impedance matrix. The matrix could then be used to quickly determine

the impedance at any frequency or scan angle.

The NBC2/lvfatlab interface is applicable to a wide variety of antenna studies. It is

particularly suitable to iterative optimization shategies. Applying this interface to study

the application ofgenetic algorithms to antenna array optimization is a suitable course for

future work.

With respect to continuing and improving the work of this thesis, the immediate future

work involves basing the feedback of the algorithm on the ouþut of NEC itself. Once this
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is established, and a suitable set of parameters have been established, a graphical user

interface could be developed to be more immediately usable by a new user. The ability to

operate in the Matlab workspace could always be maintained as an option.

This work has only considered the presence ofone desired signal and one source of

interference. Future work should look into beamforming for multiple desired signals

while suppressing multiple sources ofinterference and the dependence on the number of

elements in the anay.

Concluding Comments

Finally, the diverse scope of this wo¡k has been extremely challenging and rewarding to

develop. Not only have existing fields ofknowledge been studied and expanded, but also

an effective tool for the analysis ofantenna structures has been developed. Although

similar commercial packages are available at considerable cost to do much the same kind

ofanalysis, the work of this thesis has resulted in a free, readily customizable and

optimizable interface with an existing full-wave solver that still is in popular use today.

The greatest contribution of this thesis ironically was the largest stumbling block. By

applying the adaptive algorithms to a large set of (AoA,AoI) pairs, inherent inexplicable

weaknesses in the LCMV method became apparent. Furthermore, given that initial

development of the adaptive algorithms proceeded using array factor analysis, important

performanceJimiting affects have clearly been shown when the full-wave analysis of

NEC2 was subsequently applied. Thus, there is greater sensitivity between the adapted

weights and the subsequent radiation pattem than was expected based on the relationship

between array factor and full-wave results as applied to conventional scanning array
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design. Thus, adaptive array antenna design should include a full-wave analysis in the

interim adaptation process for more accurate design according to specification.

I have appreciated the opportunity to explore this wo¡k and look forward to further

developing and applying this tool to other a¡eas of enquiry.
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Appendixl-MatlabCode



Runit.m - This file calls and runs NEC2 based on the parameters defined in
SysParams.m, using GenNECfile.m to generate the input file. It then parses in the NEC
output usingpars eoutput.m and plots the oulptrt lsitlg plotout.m.

tici
start = toc,

if exist ( 'c: \nec2sâ\pltdât , necr , I file I )
IDEI, PLTDAT.NEC

end

*c1ear ScanAngIe
SysParams
load vs
Vexc = Vexc/max {abs (Vexc) );
yloc(:,[1 end] ) = yloc(:, [1 endl) * It
lNEcfiIe, Nodesl =
cenNEcfife(f,xloc,yloc,zloc,r,excitation,NuJnElnnt,Elmnt¡ist'segsPerEltrùìt,...

THETÀS, PHI s, ScanAngfe, Vexc) ;

lnec2sâ

stop-stârt
disp ( '----- job coÌnplete -----t)
parseoutput
p.Iotout
hpba
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GenNECfile.m

function lNEcfiIe,Nodesl = GerNECfife(f,xÌoc,yloc,zloc,r,excitation,NumEfnnt¡ElrutI,ist,

SegsPerEl¡nr¡t, THETAS. PHIs, ScânAngfe, Vexc )

3 f nust be in MHz, 300MEz

if prod(size (vexc)) > NuÍElÍìnt
disp(' ')
disP 1 ' ---------
disp('l There are nole sources than elements! 1r)
disP { ' ---------

end

Numsegs = NuñElmnt* Se gs PerElm¡t; È yourll have to figure this one out for variabfe
segs/element
Nodes = ceit (Se gs PerE]nrìt / 2 ) : SegsPerElnì.nt : Numsegs ¡

Sceit {NumÊlm.nt/2 ) : SegsPerEInnt : NumSegs ;
Tstart = THETAS (1)i g

Tend = THETAS (2); g

Tnun = THETAS (3), g

Tstep = mean (diff (Ìinspace {Tstart, Tend, Tnurn) ));g
Pstart = PHIS (1), B

Pend = PHIS (2) ; g
Pnum = PHIS (3) ; å
Pstep = mean {diff (liDspace {Pstârt, Pend, Pnum) ));*
NECfile=char(rCEr);

åÉ ìlua Ld l'Lements
for aa = 1: NulnEhìnt

NEcfile = char(NECfiIe,...

['Gq,',num2str(aa) ,',',nunì2str(segsPerElrnnt),',r,num2str(xloc(aa)),',r,num2str(y]oc(1,44)
), ', ', nüm2str{zfoc (aa) ) , . , .

',',num2str(xloc{aa)),',',nun2str(yloc(2,44)),',',nüm2str(z.Ioc(aa)),t,r,num2str(r) l)t
end
NEcfile = char(NEcfi1e, I'Gs 0 0 1'l,l'GE 0'1, t'EK -1'l); g EK -1 for normal kernel, EK 0
for extended thin-r'rirè kernel

gt Set Sources
if excitation

for aa = 1:NumElÍmt
NEcfile = char (NEcfi1e. ...

['EX 0 r,num2str (aa), r', nu¡ì2st¡ (cei1 (SegsPerElmnt /2J ),' 0', ...
nuî2str(real(Vexc(aa) ) ),' r¡Du¡n2str(imag(vexc(aa) ) ) I ) ;

end
else

NEcfile = char (NEcfile, . . .
ItEx 1110 ',nunì2st¡(scanÀngÌe),r 0 90'l)t

end

NEcfi.Ie = char (NEcfile, ...
trFR 0 1 0 0 ',nurn2str(f),' 1'1,...
tPL l2't.,.

'PL 310 3t,...
['RP 0 ',nun2str(Tnun) ,r11000 t,num2str(Tstart),' 0 ' , nun2str (Tstep) ,' 1'],...
|PL3203".-.
IrRP 01 ',num2str(Pnum) ,r 1000 90 r,num2str(Pstart),r 1 r,num2str(Pstep) ],...
'EN');
3 XNDA, 1000 See page B1 of manual

fid = fopeD ( ' inpùt . nec I , I w ' ) i
for âa=1: size (NEcfile, 1)

fprintf (f id, Ideblank (NECf ile {aâ, 1 : end) ), I \r\n I ] ) ;
end
fclose (fid) ,
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paÌsepoutput.m

clear Ts Te Ps Pe
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plotout.m

Ltyp1 = char ('b. -' ,'9,-' ,'r,-' , ' c , - ' , 'm, - ' , ' k . - ' ) r g,'y.-'
],tIæ2 = char ('b- I c- I I rm- r,

if -exist{'],pick', rvar' 
)

if exist('l,ineTypePick.mât',' fiÌe' )

load LiDeTypePick
else

end
end

glpick = size(Ltyp,1); g to get bfackl
fj gure (l )

subplot (221),evål( lrplot(Elrl]ltlist,abs (I), I I r, Ltypl (Lpick,
title ( t I I I r,'fontsizei, 12)
grid on, hold on, xf abel (' ef ement I ), set ( gca,' xlimr, [-ceil (NuÍE]mnt/2 )

ceil (NunìElmnt/2) l,'xtick', -7 :7)

subpÌot{222),eval([rplot (Elmnttist, unwrap (angfe (I))*180,/pi, I ' ', ],typ1{Lpick,
grid on, hofd on
tiEle ('phàse f - degrees','fontsize',12)
xfèbel('efement') , set (gca, 'xlim', [-ceil (Nu¡nElmnt/2) ceif (NuÍìxlrutt/2)), 'xtickt, -?: ?)

subpfot (223) , evaÌ (f'plot{TGffT {:,1),'Ictfll|,2),r",ltyp2llpick, : ), "') 'l )
grid on, hofd on
title('Po!¡er caiD, {\theta¡\phi) = (-90:90,0) ' ¡ ' fontsj.ze' t L2)
xlabel ( I \theta, degrees',' f ontsize', 12 ), ylabel ( | dB r,' fontsize !, 12 )

subplot (224), eval (l'p]ot (TGffP (:, r),lcffP lI t2) t' ' ', Ltyp2 (Lpick,
grid on, hold on
titfe(rPower cain, (\theta,\phi) = (90,0:360) r,'fontsize',12)
xlabel {' \phi, degrees i,' f ontsize r, 12), yÌabel (' dB t, I fontsize', 12 )

set (gca, rylimi , t-40 251 )

set(gcf,'Position' , f32 20 751 4851)

gorient tall

figure (2)
gevaf ( [ tplot (TGf fT { :, 1), TGffT ( :, 2), t r', Ltyp2 (Lpick,
if 0

plot (TGffT (:,1), TGffT lt,2) ,rk-i, 'Iine!¡idthr,2)
else

plot (TGffT (:,1), TGffT (: | 2)-max (TGftl lt,2) ) ,rk-r, rlinewidthr,2)
end
grld on¡ hold on
title('Power Gain, {\theta,\phi) = (-90:90,0) r,'fontsizer,12)
xÌabel ( I \theta, degrees i, I f ontsize', 12), ylabel ( I dB',' f ontsize' ¡ 12)
Borient tâlf

if Lpick == ôize (Ltyp1,1)
LPick = 1;

efse
Lpick=¡pick+1t

end

sâve lineTypePick ],pick
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InitParams_lJ.m - This Matlab script initializes the parameters to be used by the LCMV

and LMS algorithms, set to match those of the NEC2 input file.

*g InitParams fo¡ 1 ja¡mer
clear all
Jpoller = 10.^( [20]/10)r
if -exist ('f ', 'var')

f = 299.192458e6t
Fs = 3+fr Ê3e9t
t=0 : 1/Fs: 300/f t
un = exp{i*2*pi+f*t) 'tg note: this is x{n) in the text
t'r = 5; 811t
AoA = l-11.53?l*pil180; * ÀngÌes of arrival or interest
S = tI],, *g mùst be a colum vectot
AoI = -53*pil180; gasi¡(0.2); CI-161*pì/180; gasin(0)rÈ
idxIP = 1:500r glength(t); g M,
Rtype = char ( rnone', rcoef f ','biased', runbiasedr ) i
tl¡pnum = 1;
jaJnx = sqrt(1/2)*(randn(size(un) ) +i*randn(size(un) ));
jam = sqrt (,lpower)*jamxt
g j arn = sqrt (,Jpo¡rer ) * ( 1+ j a-ÍìX/2 ) . *ìrn*exp ( j *3*pil5 ) t
gjam = sqrt ( Jponer ) 'un* exp (j * 3r pil5 ) ;

end

if -exist ( I jèÍìXr,'var' )
jamx = sqrt(1/2)*(randn(size(un)) +i*randn(size{un)));

end

jam = sqrt (Jpor,¡er)* janìX; *(1+jâÍìX/10) .*un*exp(j*3*pÍl5);

if -exist ('v_fxdvARlr, rvari 
)

v_fxdvARl = sqrt(1/2)*(randn(M,.Iength(idxIP) ) + i*randn(M,length(idxIP) )); gto set
noíse var = 1

v_fxd = sqrt (.1)+v_fxdvARlt
end

Cint = sphi (Aol,M) t

c = sphi (AoA,l'l) r gsphi âssumes kd = pi
Ca = orthcornp (C) ;
gca = ca*diag(-l. /callt t))t gscale ca so that f-rrst row is -1, a¡d first loi¡er diagonaì
is nPhi 5,134
*U = [c ca];
wq=Ct (Cr*C)^-1 *gi

gç¡q = wq/nax(abs(!¡q) ); * to test normalizing wq

gc = ffipud {c) ;
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LCMV.m - calculates the adapted weight vector based on the LCMV algorithm.

clear xn yn yn1 ynlb yn2 yn3 yn4 yn4b dn px rxvec Rx !râo1 !¡ao2 dnn msERRaccì.m er¡ vÄRaccum
unA Ru
en = f l;
VARaccu¡î=[000]r

fast = 1,
gmulmcv = .4;
Buq = wqlmax (abs (wq) );
for aâ = 1:Ìength (idxr P)

v1 = v_fxd {:, aa) ;
unAl = uD(aâ) * Cr * eq 5.117 where C(:,1) = phio, fo¡ steering vector
jar¡À = jam{âa) * Cint;
unA(:,aa) = sum([unA1 v1 jamA],2)t
Ru(:,aa) = xcorr(unA(:,aa),Rtype(typnum, :));
R = cor¡mat (Ru ( :, aå) );
úâo1(:,aa) = ((Car*R*Ca)^-1 * Car* R*\'¡q) ;
dn(aa,l) = Hqr * unÀ(r,a¿)i
xn = Ca'*unÀ(:, ââ)i
yn1(aa,1) = dn(aâ,1) - !¡ao1(¡,âa) r*xn; g Eq. 5.116

en = [en; mserror(un(aa), Idn(aâ) yn1(âa)])l; Csyn1b(aa)l)1,
if -fast

ifaa>1
VARaccì.m = lvARaccu¡n; var([ì.rn(1¡âa) dn yn1] )l;

end
nsERRaccÌrm(aa, :, 1) = mserror (abs (un (1 :aa) ), abs ( [un {1 :aa) dn yn1] ) ) t
msERRâccum(aa, :, 2) = mserror (reàl (un (1 :aa) ), real ( [ùn (1 : aa) dn yn1] ) ) t
msERRaccum(aa, :, 3) = nserror ( mâg (un (1 :aa) ), i¡nag ( lun (1 : aa) dn yn1] ) ) ;
msERRaccum(aâ,:,4) = nserror(un(1:aa) , Iun(1:aa) dn yn1])i

end
end

if fast
retur¡ì

end
greturn
figure,plot (idxlP, vARaccum(:,1:2 ) , 'k-.r, I liner'¡idth ' , I . 5 ) , hold
on, plot (idxTP, vARaccuî ( :, 3),' k-',' linel'idth r, 2 )
hleg = 1"n.tr¿,'o(n) ','d(r¡) ','y{n) ');set(hleg,ifontsizer,14)g¡set(gca,'ylimr,t0 101)
set(gcf,ipositionr, [5 334 518 363]),
*title{t'IsR = i,num2str(10*Iog10(va!(jam)/va¡(un)}),'dB, LcMv: Accumulated variance of
Sigr¡afs'l )

title(['AoA = ',nûì2str(AoA*18o/pi),', AoI = ',num2str(ÀoI*180/pi),' deg, ISR = ',...
num2str(10*fog10{vaÌ(jan)/var(un) ) ), rdB, Lcl'lv: Accum vâr of

signals I l,' fo¡tsize', 14)
xlabel { ' sampfe nunber','fontsize',14),ytabel(r\sigma^2','fontsize',14)

figure, plot (idxIP, msERRaccum ( :, 2, 1),' k-.',' linewidth t, 2 ), hold
on, plot (ídxlP, msERRaccum( :, 3, 1 ), I k-',' tinei¡idth', 2)
hleg = 1"n"tro,'o (n)', ry(n) r ) ; set {h]eg, r fontsize', 14) t, set (gca,' ylimr, [0 10] )

set (gcf, 'position', 1533 334 489 3661 ) ,
etitte(i'ISR = r,oum2str{10*fog10(var(jam)/var(un) )),'dB, LCMV: Accumulated llean-Square
Error of signalsrl )

title(['AoA = '.num2str(AoA*180/pi),', Aor = t,num2str(Ao1*18o/pi)¡r deg, rsR = t, ...
nun2str(10*Iog10(var(jam)/var{un) ) ),'dB, LCMV: Accum MSE of

Signals' l,' fontsize r, 14)
xlabel (' sample Du¡ber',' fontsize r, 14 ), ylabel ( tmse r,' fontsize r, 14 )
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LMS.m - calculates the adapted weight vector based on the LMS algorithm.

clear xn yn yn1 yni.b yn2 yn3 yn4 yn4b dn px rxvec Rx \'¡ao1 !,ê:o2 dnn msERRãccum en VARaccuÌr

noisyu = []t
en = [];
VARaccum=t00olt
naoAccun = llt
if -exist(rmui,ivarr)

mu = 1e -4;
end
gmu = 1e-4t
for aâ = 1:length (idx]P)

v1 = v_fxd (:, aa) ;
unÀl = un(aâ) * cr g eq 5.11? wheie C(:,1) = phio
jaÍìA = jam{âa) * Cinti
unA = sum{[ì]nAl v1 jaÍìÀ1,2);

lraoAccum = ze¡os(M-Ìength(AoA),1)¡ g[!¡aoÀccum !råo1]i
end
dn(4a,1) = \'¡q' * unA;
xn = Cat*unAi
ynl(a4,1) = dn(aa,1) - waoAccum(:,aa) '*x1; g Eq. 5.116
entms = yn1(aa, 1)i
r.r_lms = ¡,¡âoAccum { : , aa ) + mu*xn*er¡l¡ns';
IraoAccun = li,¡aoAccuJn w_lms],

noisyu(aa) = (wq - Ca*waoAccum(:,âa))i * (unA) ;
eñ = [e$¡ mserror(un(aa), Idt1(aa) ynl{âa)])l;
if -fast

ifâa>l
VARaccum = lvARaccum; var(tuD(1:aa) dn yn1])l;

eod
msERRaccum(aa, :, 1) = mserror (abs (un (1 raa) ), abs ( [un (1 :aa) dn yn1] ) ),
nsERRaccum ( aa, : , 2 ) = mserror(real(un(1:aà)),rea]([uD(1:aa) dn yn1]));
nsERRaccum (aa, : , 3 ) = mserror( mag(un(1:aa)),imag([un(1:aa) dD ynl]));
msERRaccum (aa, : , 4 ) = nserror(rin(1:aâ), [un(1:aa) dn yn1]);

end
end

if fast
return

end

if 0
DoAddplot
retutn

end
f igure, plot (idxIP, vÀRaccum( :, 1 : 2), r k-.',' f iner'ridth', 1. 5), hold
oD, pÌot (idxIP, VARâccum ( :, 3),' k- r, I linenidth', 2)
hleg = 1"n"no,'o(n)',rd(n) ','y(n) r);set(hleg,'fontsizer,14)g,set(gca,'yli¡t',i0 101)
set(gcf,tposition', [6 334 518 363]),gtitle{[tISR = ',nuî2str(10*1o910(vâr(jam)/var(un))),'dB, ],1.1S: Accumulated Variance of
Signâfsrl)
title(t'l,MS: Accr.m Var of Signafs, AoA = '?num2str(AoA*180/pi,4),t, Aor =
I , nu¡ì2str (AoI*180 /pi,4) , t deg, ISR = r¡ , . ,

num2str(10*log10(var(jam)/var(un)),3),'dB, \mu = ',num2str(rnu)1,'fontsize',14)
xlàbel('sample number','fontsize',14),ylabel(r\sig'ma^2r,rfontsizer,14)

figùre,plot {idx]P, msERRaccum ( : ,2, 1) , 'k-. ', 'linewidthi,2), hold
on, plot (idxIP,msERRaccum( :, 3, 1),' k-',' linewidth', 2)
hleg = 1un"tld,'O(n)','y(n)');set(hleg,rfontsize',14)g,set(gca,'y.Iin',{0 101)
set(gcf,'positionr, [533 334 489 366]),
gtitle{l'ISR = '?nun¿str(10rÌo910(vâr(jâm)/va¡(un))),rdB, l,MS r Accumulated Mean-Square
Error of Signals'l )
title([' LMS: Accum MSE of Signals, AoA = ',nun2str(AoA*180/pi,4),', AoI =
',nrù¿str(Aol*180/pi,4),' deg, ISR = '¡ .,.

Du]n2str(10*Ìo910(var(jam)/vàr(un) ),3),'dB, \¡nu = ',r¡urn2str(mu) l,'fo¡tsize',14)
x1abel (' sanple nuI¡ber',' fontsize r, 14 ), ylabel ('mse r, I f ontsize r, L4 )
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NECvAF.m - script used to generate figures comparing NEC2 output with Array Factor

gg co¡npares NEc with \,tq or !¡
CompNEC = 0;
doFig = 2;
8clea¡ Vexc
if -exist ('vexcr, tvarr)

Vexc = !¡qt
elsei f 0

Vexc = r'q - Cati¿aol (:,451) t
elsei f 0

vexc = wq - ca*r'¡aoAccum(:,368)r g0 for LMS

end

if -exist (rH', 'var')
M = NurLElrnntt

end

maxc = 0;
if -exist ( 'TGffTr , 'varr)

ThetaRange = linspace(-pi/2,pi/2,5001 t ì

elsei f 0
ThetaRange = TcffT(:,1)*pi/180; tlinspace(-pi/2,pi/2'250) | t
naxc = max (TGffT (:,2) ) ;

end

phi = pi*sin (ThetaRange) ;

l{qs = zeros (leDgth (phi) ,1) ; åsize(C,2));

forbb=1
for cc = 1:IeDgth (phi)

s = exp(-j*(0:M-1)'*phi(cc) ) ;
!¡qS (cc, bb) = Vexcr*s;

eDd
end

Wqsnorn = wqs. /mâx {âbs (t'iqs) ) ;

if CompNEC
figure (2),hold or¡

eÌse
fígure (doFig) , hold on

end

greturn
plot (ThetaRange*180/pi,20*10910 (abs (wqsnorm) )+maxc,rk:t,rlinewidthr,2)

if exísl ( raoiliner , 'var I 
)

if ishandle (aoiline)
delete (âoiLine)
delete (aoaLine)

end
end
l¡nâx = 1o+round (maxc/10)*10;
set(gca,'ylimr, l-50 !'nìaxl ),xlabel( r\theta,
degrees',' fontsize r, 14), ylabel ('dB',' fontsize', 14),
title ( ' Directive Gâinr,rfontsizer,lS)
aoiline=fine ([Aor Aol]*180/pi, [-50 ymax],tfine\,¡idthrr2, I Ìinestyle ' , ' : ' , ' color t , i k I ) ;
aoal,ine=line([AoA(1) AoA(1)]*180/pi, t-50 ymâxl,'Ìine!¡idtht,2,'linestyle','-
,','cofor',rkr),
g plot (TGf f T ( :, 1 ), TGf fT ( :, 2) -max (TGffT I t, 2) ) J
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